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1 Specification of Holistic Approach, Language, APIs and Tools
1.1 Summary
The main goal of the ANTAREX project is to provide a breakthrough approach to map, runtime
manage and autotune applications for green and heterogeneous High Performance Computing (HPC)
systems up to the Exascale level expected to be reached by 2023. The ANTAREX approach and
related tool flow operates at design-time and runtime. One key innovation of the proposed approach
consists of introducing a separation of concerns (where self-adaptivity and energy efficient strategies
are specified aside to application functionalities) promoted by the definition of a Domain Specific
Language (DSL) inspired by aspect-oriented programming concepts for heterogeneous systems. The
new DSL is introduced for expressing adaptivity/energy/performance strategies and to enforce at
runtime application autotuning and resource and power management. The goal is to support the
parallelism, scalability and adaptability of a dynamic workload by exploiting the full system
capabilities (including energy management) for emerging large-scale and extreme-scale systems,
while reducing the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for companies and public organizations.
The ANTAREX holistic approach and related tool flow (as shown in Figure 1.1) has been
described in Section 1 of D1.1 “Requirements” issued at M03.
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Figure 1.1. The ANTAREX tool flow

The application functionality is expressed through C/C++ code (possibly including legacy code),
whereas the non-functional aspects of the application, including adaptivity, parallelisation, and
mapping strategies, are expressed through the LARA-based DSL features developed in the project.
One of the benefits is to facilitate the reuse of legacy code. In the definition of these strategies, the
application developer or system integrator can leverage DSL templates that encapsulate specific
mechanisms, including how to generate code for OpenCL or OpenMP parallelisation, and how to
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interact with the runtime manager. The DSL weaver and refactoring tool will then enhance the C/C++
functional specification with the desired adaptivity strategies, generating a version of the code that
includes the necessary libraries as well as the partitioning between the code for the GPPs and the code
for the accelerators (such as GPGPUs). When targeting GPGPU-based accelerators, the code for the
accelerators is then translated to OpenCL C, and then deployed using commercial, off-the-shelf
compilers. Although the C/C++ code for the GPPs can be compiled using off-the-shelf C compilers,
the ANTAREX compilation flow favours the use of a C/C++ split compiler enhanced by specific
analysis steps and fully controlled by DSL strategies.
Thus, the ANTAREX compilation flow leverages a runtime phase with compilation steps, by means
of split-compilation techniques. The application autotuning is post-poned to runtime, where the
software knobs (application parameters, code transformations, and code variants) are configured
according to the runtime information coming from the execution environment. Finally, the runtime
resource and power manager are used to control the resource usage for the underlying computing
infrastructure given the changing conditions.
At runtime, the application control contains now runtime self-monitoring and self-adaptivity
strategies derived from the DSL extra-functional specification and added in the design-time phase.
Thus, the application is continuously monitored to guarantee the required Service Level Agreement
(SLA), while communication with the runtime resource-manager takes place to regulate the amount
of processing resources needed by the application. Application monitoring and autotuning will be
supported by the development of a runtime layer implementing a collect-analyse-decide-act loop at
the application level (as in Figure 1.2) as described in Section 1 of D1.1 “Requirements”.
This complex control would require an in-depth knowledge of the application behaviour, of the target
platform features, and of the system-level workload, which is hard or even impossible to achieve by
the application developer or system integrator. The ANTAREX approach enables an easier
cooperation of these different actors, significantly reducing the cost of the runtime control.

Figure 1.2. The ANTAREX runtime loop
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1.2 ANTAREX Tool Flow: Specifications
The ANTAREX tool flow presented in Figure 1.1 consists of the following five main components
described hereafter: the DSL, the Source-to-Source (S2S) Compiler and Weaver, the C/C++ SplitCompiler, the OpenCL compiler and the Runtime Autotuning/Adaptivity Framework.

1.2.1 The Domain Specific Language
The ANTAREX DSL will enable developers to code adaptive behaviours and to specify strategies
for adaptation, helping tools to map those strategies to the target system. The proposed techniques
will provide a new path for expressing runtime adaptivity strategies and will make an important
scientific breakthrough over current state-of-the-art approaches for HPC applications, which are
based on a mix of libraries, pragmas, and custom annotations embedded in comments to the
application functional code. The ANTAREX DSL aims at a full decoupling of the functional code
from the extra-functional specifications, as well as providing a homogeneous way to express all the
necessary extra-functional aspects – through an inherently extensible DSL.
This component includes the DSL compiler and a weaver to merge/integrate the strategies specified
in the target application. The goal here is to propose a powerful DSL to support adaptivity and
specialization for HPC applications. Specifically, the intention is to extend the LARA DSL
[RD4.2+11][CC+12a][CD+13][CC+16] and respective weaver with a powerful mechanism to
program strategies for both code refactoring and transformations, and the runtime adaptivity needed
by the target applications. The DSL strategies will allow developers to evaluate different
multicore/multimode task mapping strategies and to consider application- and architecture-specific
strategies.
LARA Features and Extensions
In this Section, we provide some examples on how LARA strategies can be used for code insertion.
This uses one of the actions of LARA, the insert action. After selecting a join point, the user can insert
code before, instead or after that join point. Consider the simple code example presented in Figure
1.3.
int main() {
while(1) {
do_job();
}
}
Figure 1.3 ‐ The original example application.

Suppose that in this example we want to insert code for enabling the use of a library to monitor the
behavior of the do_job function. We can define an aspect that has a single parameter, the name of the
function to monitor. Figure 1.4 shows a possible LARA aspect named “Monitor Function”. The insert
action of the apply of the aspect will be triggered in each do_job call existent in the code of the target
application. Figure 1.5 presents the resulting code from applying the aspect in Figure 1.4 to the code
in Figure 1.3.
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aspectdef MonitorFunction
input funcName = “do_job” end

// by default the name is “do_job”

select call{funcName} end
// select the calls to funcName
apply // apply some actions to each call to funcName
insert before "my_monitor.start();"; // insert before the call
// all the insert actions below can be merged in one insert
insert after "my_monitor.stop();";// insert after the call
insert after "cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;";
insert after
%{
if (my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << "Goal Reached" << endl;
else
cout << "Goal NOT Reached" << endl;
}%;
end
// select the first statement of each function with calls to the
// function given by the input parameter funcName
// to simplify this version assumes that there is only one “do_job” call
// per function
f1: select function.call{funcName} end
f2: select function.first_stmt end
apply to f1::f2
$first_stmt.insert before "monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();";
$first_stmt insert before "goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value <
3);";
end
end

Figure 1.4 ‐ The LARA strategy that inserts code to call the monitoring API.

In this simple example, we use the funcName parameter to select the function by its name. After this,
inside the apply body, we specify the insertion of code using the insert keyword and whether the code
must be inserted before or after the selected join point. The aspect specifies to insert a call to start the
monitor before the do_job function is called and another call to end the monitor after the do_job
function returns. It also specifies to insert code to print the value and a message stating whether a
desired goal was met. Finally, at the end of the aspect there are two additional code injections. By
expressing two selects and joining them with the join operator, the aspect is able to capture the first
statement of the function calling do_job (which in this case is the main function). Then, the apply
section specifies the insertion of code to declare and initialize both the monitor and the desired goal.
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int main () {
monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor () ;
goal_t my_goal = create_goal (my_monitor.value < 3) ;
while (1) {
my_monitor.start () ;
do_job();
my_monitor.stop() ;
cout << my_monitor.get_value () << endl ;
if ( my_goal.satisfied () == TRUE )
cout << " Goal Reached " << endl ;
else
cout << " Goal NOT Reached " << endl ;
}
}

Figure 1.5 ‐ The resulting code after weaving the application with the previous LARA aspect

Taking this example a step further, in Figure 1.6 we show how to include the Application-Specific
Run-Time (AS-RTM) Manager (described in Section 1.2.5 and with block diagram in Figure 1.25)
and to add constraints. This example shows another facet of the LARA language, which is the ability
to write modular aspects, which can be called in a similar way as functions. Thus, in this example we
have a top-level aspect, “MonitorFunction”, which calls other aspects to perform the actual work.
// main top‐level aspect
aspectdef MonitorFunction
input funcName end
call PrepareCaller(funcName);
call PrepareCall(funcName);
call MonitorStart(funcName);
call MonitorEnd(funcName);
end
// aspect to insert code for creating the monitors and the manager
aspectdef PrepareCaller
input funcName end
f1: select function.call{funcName} end
f2: select function.first_stmt end
apply to f1::f2
$first_stmt.insert before 'monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();';
$first_stmt.insert before 'goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value < 3);';
$first_stmt.insert before 'application_model_t my_application_model =
my_manager.get_parameters();';
$first_stmt.insert before 'asrtm_t my_manager =
create_asrtm(my_application_model);';
$first_stmt.insert before 'my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);';
$first_stmt.insert before 'my_manager.set_rank("minimize",
"power_consumption")';
end
end
// aspect to add an argument to a call
aspectdef PrepareCall
input funcName end
select function.call{funcName} end
apply
exec addarg('my_configuration');
end
end
// aspect to insert code for starting the monitor
aspectdef MonitorStart
input funcName end
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select call{funcName} end
apply
insert before 'application_knobs_t my_configuration =
my_manager.get_parameters();';
insert before 'my_monitor.start();';
end
end
// aspect to insert code for ending the monitor
aspectdef MonitorEnd
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert after 'my_monitor.stop();';
insert after 'cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;';
insert after %{
if (my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << 'Goal Reached' << endl;
else
cout << 'Goal NOT Reached' << endl;
}%;
end
end

Figure 1.6 ‐ LARA aspects that extend the inserts from the previous aspects and also uses a more
modular structure.

This aspect is very similar to the one previously presented. The major difference is the modular
structure, which becomes very helpful when developing more complex and sophisticated aspects.
Another difference is that in the PrepareCall aspect programs an action to be executed on the selected
function call join point. The exec addarg action, as the name indicates, adds an argument to the
function call. Note that the function itself needs to be manually adapted to accommodate this change.
When compared to the aspect in Figure 1.4, this aspect only has a few more inserts to add the
instantiation of the AS-RTM manager and constraints, which are performed as simple code insertions.
The code resulting from weaving the original application (Figure 1.3) with these aspects is shown in
Figure 1.7. Some additional examples are included in the Section 3 (Appendix A) of this report.
int main () {
monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();
goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value < 3);
application_model_t my_application_model = create_application_model();
asrtm_t my_manager = create_asrtm(my_application_model);
my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);
my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "power_consumption");
while (1) {
application_knobs_t my_configuration = my_manager.get_parameters();
my_monitor.start();
do_job(my_configuration);
my_monitor.stop();
cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;
if(my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << " Goal Reached " << endl;
else
cout << " Goal NOT Reached " << endl;
}
}

Figure 1.7 ‐ The result of applying the previous LARA aspects to the original code.
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With respect to the injection of code, the LARA language needs to be extended with specific weaving
actions triggered by using the exec LARA command. The “addarg” is an example of the use of
specific weaving actions planned in the context of the ANTAREX project.
The LARA language needs to provide support to guide and control code transformations and
refactoring techniques. For instance, when considering loop transformations, the DSL needs to
provide mechanisms to select loops with certain characteristics and to apply a specific loop
transformation to those loops. There are loop transformations that besides the loop to transform need
to identify other source code locations. An example is loop fission (also known as loop distribution)
that can divide, at specific points of the loop body, a loop in two or more loops. The LARA language
needs to support both the selection of the loop but also the code location where the loop shall be
distributed. The selection of loops is already supported by LARA. However, this kind of loop
transformations was not provided in previous versions. In the context of ANTAREX we plan to use
source code labels to identify specific code locations and to make those locations selectable by LARA
strategies. Other option can be the use of labels embedded in single line comments (e.g., //@jp here).
Figure 1.8 and Figure 1.9 show two simple examples to control the application of the loop fission
transformation. Associated to the loop fission might be also the specification if all the nested loops
shall be distributed, only the n innermost, or only the innermost.
select loop{type=“for”}.label{“A”}
apply
$loop.exec loopfission($label);
end

Figure 1.8 ‐ Example of LARA to specify loop fission at label “A”. If label “A” is in more than one
location of the loop body the loop can be distributed into more than two loops.
select loop{type=“for”}.label{“A”, “B”}
apply
$loop.exec loopfission($label);
end

Figure 1.9 ‐ Example of LARA to specify loop fission at two labels (the loop is distributed twice if
“A” and “B” are present in the body of the loop one time each one.

LARA Extensions for Runtime Adaptivity
In previous versions of LARA [CC+12a][CC+16] all the LARA code in the apply sections of the
aspects was executed statically during the weaving (static). The only code to be part of the final
implementation, and thus executed at runtime, was the code injected by using the insert action or exec
actions related to code transformations. Although this solves most problems as the insert action can
include code for runtime adaptivity, it does not provide a clean mechanism to deal with the
specification of runtime adaptivity strategies. The possibility to implement the runtime adaptivity
strategies by statically adding the code of the strategies to the application is an implementation option,
but we might be interested to apply the weaving dynamically and/or to provide the specification of
the runtime adaptivity strategies by using the DSL itself and not by insert actions considering the
target language (making also the aspects dependent of the target language). A solution to this is to
include the option to migrate to runtime the execution of all the code in the apply sections. This can
be solved by translating the LARA code of the apply sections to the target language or to aid the
application with the LARA interpreter (in this case responsible to execute at runtime the LARA code).
The latter option may introduce an overhead not affordable and thus some experiments are planned
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in order to quantify its overhead and the viability of that solution. The privileged solution is thus the
translation of the LARA code in the apply section to the target language. The intention is to extend
the language in order to have that option (considering a subset of LARA to be translated), but also
continuing to support the previous semantic of the code in the apply sections. The extensions include
the support of the keyword “dynamic” to specify that an apply is to be executed at runtime.
Figure 1.10 shows a simple example that uses the keyword “dynamic” to monitor the level of the
battery, and adjust the value of a parameter according to the battery level. The aspect accepts as input
the name of the method where the apply will execute, the name of the field and the values to be
assigned at runtime. First, there is a call to the aspect BatteryMonitor, which returns a handle to a
global monitor that provides methods such as accessing the runtime value of the battery. Then there
are two selects, the first selects the field that will change, and the second selects the first statement of
the indicated method, which we will use as the point where the apply will be executed at runtime.
Next, we have an apply dynamic, over the field and the first statement of the method (in this example
we consider that the execution point of the apply is defined by the last join point in the select chain,
which in this case is first_stmt). Inside the apply, there is logic that will set the runtime value of the
given field according to the runtime value of the battery.
This aspect could be implemented by using a static apply and code insert actions (i.e., the direct
injection of target language code responsible to the adaptivity behaviour). In that case the aspect
would specify a specific implementation. Instead, with the use of the dynamic apply the
implementation decision is passed to the weaver. For instance, the weaver can choose to implement
the apply by inserting the equivalent code (i.e., the code in the target language after translating the
LARA code in the dynamic apply section) directly in the application. Other alternative approaches
can generate a concurrent software component responsible for the adaptivity behaviour and making
the connection between the application code and this component, or can defer the execution of the
dynamic apply to a Weaver available at runtime.
Figure 1.11 shows another example, where instead of changing a parameter, we use an aspect with
apply dynamic that changes the function to be called according to the runtime value of a parameter.
aspectdef BatteryBasedAdapt
input method_name, field_name, default = 100, min = 10; end
call battery: BatteryMonitor();
a_field: select field{field_name} end
first_stmt: select method{method_name}.first end
apply dynamic to a_field::first_stmt
if battery.level <= 0.2 {
def $field = min;
} else {
def $field = default;
}
end
end

Figure 1.10 – Example of LARA that changes a value at runtime using apply dynamic.
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aspectdef BestMedianImpl
//select calls
median: select
//select calls
smooth: select

to median inside the function
function{"smooth"}.call{"median"} end
to smooth and the input argument "kernelSize"
call{"smooth"}.arg{"kernelSize"} end

//before smooth is called
apply dynamic before median::smooth
var bestMedian;
//select the best median according to the value of the argument
switch($arg.value){
case 3: bestMedian = "sorting_net"; break;
//...
case 7: bestMedian = "counting_sort"; break;
}
//replace call to median with the best version
$call.exec change(bestMedian);
end
end

Figure 1.11 – Example of LARA to choose a function implementation at runtime based on
templates.

The main intention is to extend the current version of LARA [CC+16] with minimal changes in
syntax and semantics as the current features of the language already cover a significant part of the
needed functionality and we must avoid to make the language too much complex. In some cases, the
required features will be supported by APIs or embedded DSLs, instead of changing the syntax and
semantics of the language. The new extensions and support features we propose to LARA are the
following:


Dynamic apply: Specification of aspect apply sections which are entirely executed at
program runtime, instead of statically at weaving time. This can increase the expressiveness
of the language and the potential to have additional static analysis stages (difficult if not
impossible to perform with apply code mixing LARA code with inserts of target language
code). The keyword “dynamic” will be used to identify those apply sections.



Monitoring API: The introduction of a dynamic apply introduces new challenges. For
instance, besides the need to specify points in the program execution such as where we want
to execute an apply, we may also need to specify updates of variables and connections to the
target code. We plan to introduce an API which will abstract this kind of operations.



AutoTuner API: The auto-tuning control loop is an important part of the ANTAREX
project, and we plan to introduce an API dedicated to the control of the AutoTuner. For
instance, specify rules at the DSL level that will be communicated to the AutoTuner, as well
as taking care of adapting the target application code for autotuning.



Code Templates: Specification of code templates via an embedded DSL and/or APIs, that
will be inserted in the target application.



Target Code Translation: One approach regarding the implementation of a dynamic apply
is to translate the content of the apply sections to the target language, and execute the apply
as part of the application. We plan to be able to translate a subset of LARA to C/C++.
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Mapping API: Support to mapping actions such as the partitioning of code between a CPU
and a hardware accelerator (e.g., a GPU), between multiple CPUs, and between multiple
cores; and the partitioning of data structures over the memories of the target architectures.

In the context of the ANTAREX project we plan to extend the LARA language to include runtime
directives and to make runtime information accessible to the weaving process. The LARA grammar
will be extended with the necessary keywords and rules that define the weaving time of the apply
statement (see, e.g., Figure 1.12). A dynamic apply statement is defined using the “dynamic”
keyword (if the keyword is not present, then it is considered a static apply) followed by two
parameters that define options for the adaptation. The first parameter defines if the adaptation is
performed sequential or concurrent to the application (by default the adaptation is performed
sequentially), while the second parameter stipulates the moment of the adaptation, related to the target
execution point.
DynamicAppyRule  apply dynamic [seq | par] [before | after | instead]
Figure 1.12 ‐ LARA grammar rule for dynamic applies.

The support for dynamic applies does not imply significant changes in the semantic of LARA
associated to the select-apply constructs. The main semantic change is related to the fact that with
dynamic the LARA code in the dynamic applies, beside the target language code in insert actions,
needs now to be evaluated at runtime (by translating it to the target language and add it to the
application code, or by interpreting it at runtime). While in the case of static applies the LARA code
in the applies was fully evaluated by the weaver at compile time and all the attributes of the join
points were also statically resolved, with dynamic applies there might be join point attributes
requiring runtime evaluation. Table 1-I presents the foreseen LARA semantic modifications. We
note, however, that possible needs during the ANTAREX project may require other extensions.
Table 1-I – LARA Semantic modifications.
Artifact

Current version of LARA

New version of LARA

Join Point attributes

All statically evaluated (attributes
with values only computed at
runtime would need to be directly
accessed by target language code
using insert actions)
Only target language code in “insert”
actions can be executed at runtime
(the code is inserted to the
application source code). The other
code in the apply is executed by LaraI
(the LARA interpreted which is a
component of the weavers)

The ones not resolved at compile time
need to be evaluated at runtime.

Apply code

All code in the apply needs to be
executed at runtime. This needs the
translation of the code to the target
language or its interpretation at
runtime.

Table 1-II presents the DSL requirements and a short description of the specification for each of the
requirements.
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Table 1-II - DSL Requirements and Specifications
REQ REQ
ID
No
DSL REQ1

DSL

REQ2

DSL

REQ3

DSL

REQ4

DSL

REQ5

DSL

REQ6

DSL

REQ7

DSL

REQ8

DSL

REQ9

Requirement
Short description of the
requirement
The ANTAREX DSL shall support
an aspect‐oriented modelling
approach.

Specification
Short description of the specification

The DSL will be built upon LARA, which follows an
aspect‐oriented paradigm that allows the definition of
strategies external to the source code of the
application and thus maintaining a separation of
concerns
The ANTAREX DSL shall be based We will use the DSL to implement strategies related
on a separation of concerns
with runtime adaptation and auto‐tuning, while the
approach.
source code will focus on implementing the
functionality. The application source code might be
refactored to enable adaptivity ‐ manually or
automatically ‐ but will not encode the strategies
The ANTAREX DSL shall support The DSL will be responsible for extra‐functional
the modelling of functional
requirements, and the source code for the
requirements (e.g. constraints). functionality. However, for certain cases (e.g., change
results accuracy according to current situation), the DSL
might be allowed to change the functionality of the
application.
The ANTAREX DSL shall support See Req. 2
the modelling of extra‐functional
requirements.
The ANTAREX DSL shall support The DSL will provide high‐level constructs to enable the
the definition of autotuning
implementation of autotuning strategies, such as
strategies.
definition of Monitors, which will allow read/write
access to variables in the application, in well‐defined
execution points. Another strategy we will explore is
the possibility of function specialization according to
the runtime values of parameters of function calls
The ANTAREX DSL shall be based The LARA language is an already existing language
on an extended version of the
mainly developed by UPORTO that uses aspect‐
LARA language.
oriented modelling to implement a separation of
concerns approach. One of the characteristics of the
language is to be highly flexible, and it will be the core
support for the ANTAREX DSL
The DSL shall support the
See Req. 5. With the use of Monitors, we will provide
specification of strategies using DSL support to define strategies that will change the
alternative algorithms with
execution of a program, according to the values of the
different
parameters being monitored
performance/power/energy/Qo
S characteristics.
The DSL shall be able to specify execution conditions
The DSL shall support the
expression of different types of for already existing implementations, which can follow
different parallel paradigms. In the other hand, for
parallel paradigms
certain cases, it might be possible to write strategies
that adapt already existing code that is not yet
parallelized (e.g., insertion of OpenMP directives)
The DSL shall express what is the See Req. 7
level of customized accuracy
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Requirement
REQ REQ
Short description of the
ID
No
requirement
DSL REQ10 The DSL shall express the
adaptivity conditions to apply
runtime changes
DSL REQ11 The DSL shall allow to specify
code locations where an
operating mode switch is
possible

DSL

DSL

DSL

DSL

REQ12 The DSL shall allow to describe
what data must be saved before
the operating mode switch
REQ13 The DSL shall express
compilation strategies (e.g.,
phase ordering) to be applied by
the Compiler Back‐End
REQ14 The DSL shall allow the
programming of DSE (Design‐
Space Exploration) strategies to
be applied to the ANTAREX
toolflow
REQ15 The DSL shall allow to express
code instrumentation strategies

DSL

REQ16

DSL

REQ17

DSL

REQ18

DSL

REQ19
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Specification
Short description of the specification
See Req. 7

See Req. 5. Execution points shall be defined at the
granularity of the statement. We consider that a
strategy should be able to define distinct execution
points for different phases of the strategy: at what
points should the strategy read/update variables, when
should the strategy execute, etc.
See Req. 11

The LARA DSL already supports Design‐Space
Exploration (DSE) loops and execution of external tools
and/or system commands
See Req. 13

The DSL must allow the insertion of arbitrary code at
specific points in the code. LARA provides facilities for
this
The DSL shall allow to control
The DSL must provide means to access functionality
code
provided by the underlying tool used to access and
transformations/refactoring
process the AST representing the source code. LARA
provides facilities for this
The DSL shall allow to specify
Static actions should be resolved completely during
static and dynamic “apply”
static compilation. Dynamic actions are expected to
actions.
execute during application runtime, and have access to
information not available statically (e.g., variable
values)
The DSL shall be generic to deal The LARA language is prepared to support several
with other target languages
languages, and to have code compatible between
different languages, as long as they share the same
code model
The DSL shall be configurable to The LARA language supports the definition of a "code
deal with other target languages. model", which is part of the configuration when
interpreting a specific LARA strategy
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DSL Compiler (larac)
The LARA compiler (larac) is a tool responsible for parsing LARA aspects and, combined with a
target language specification, for generating the intermediate representation of the aspects (AspectIR [CC+12b]). The LARA frontend is based on three main phases: parsing, semantic analysis, and
Aspect-IR generation. The parsing phase defines the lexical and syntax analysis of the LARA code
by means of an LL(k) grammar. This parser outputs a generic abstract syntax tree (AST) not yet
considering any specific target language. Taking the AST as input, the next phase is based on a
symbol table and target language specification validation. This phase uses the target language
specification to validate the select and apply statements. The language specification defines the join
point model hierarchy of the target language, the attributes related to each join point, and the actions
supported by the weaver responsible to execute the aspects. Based on this specification, larac verifies
select and apply statements in terms of join point existence, hierarchy correctness, attributes used and
actions applied. Furthermore, the join point hierarchy allows larac to autocomplete selects that have
incomplete paths. The last phase uses the validated AST to generate the Aspect-IR, an XML
representation of the aspects. It is this Aspect-IR that is interpreted by a weaver.
Currently, larac is focused on an offline weaving process. The new version of larac will provide
support to the LARA extensions described previously (see, e.g., Figure 1.12 and Table 1-I).
An additional extension in larac is related to the language specification. While the current weaving
process only deals with information retrievable at compile-time, the runtime adaptation requires
access to attributes that may be requested at runtime (e.g., value of a variable). The attributes model
of the language specification will be extended with an additional property, named access, which
defines when an attribute can be requested at compile and/or runtime (see, e.g., Figure 1.13).
<attribute name="value" access="dynamic" ...>
Figure 1.13 ‐ Example of an attribute that can only resolved at runtime.

The validation stage will require an additional step to identify the use of runtime attributes in a static
apply statement and to report an error to developers.
These extensions provide the adequate features for the LARA language and frontend tool to support
the dynamic expansions. Therefore, further extensions possibly required during the ANTAREX
project will be defined in the form of LARA APIs and/or embedded DSLs.
We plan to extend and enrich the static analysis of the frontend in order to provide the following:


More user-friendly warnings and errors.



User support to the specification of pointcut expressions (LARA select sections), including
join points and attributes according to the join point and attribute models.



Analysis of the dynamic apply code and identification of uses of attributes that are not
supported in the context of dynamic applies.



Analysis of the code included in the insert via C++/C/Java parsers. Although we consider the
relevance of this analysis as a way to help developers, we consider it with low priority.



Target code generation of dynamic applies implies the analysis of the join points and
attributes used and the aspect variables used that need to be translated to the target language.

Aspect-IR (xml)
The Aspect-IR [CC+12b] represents the intermediate representation of the aspects defined in LARA.
This representation is similar to the structure of the AST provided by the LARA parser.
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The extensions to the Aspect-IR will follow the same idea of the LARA grammar. Three new XML
attributes are defined inside an apply statement, which will define if the apply statement is a dynamic
apply, if it executes concurrent to the application, and if it is executed before, after or instead the
selected execution point.
The example in Figure 1.14 shows the translation of a segment of code in LARA to Aspect-IR. The
example selects a function call with a given name and defines a dynamic apply that will concurrently
execute with the application, and starting before the function call is executed. The resulting AspectIR (partially depicted in the example) contains the apply statement with the dynamic and concurrent
attributes defined as true and the attribute execute defined as before.
select fcall{name==targetCall} end
apply dynamic par before
...
end
<statement name="select">
...
<expression>
<literal type="string" value="fcall"/>
</expression>
</statement>
<statement name="apply" dynamic="true" concurrent="true" execute="before">
...
</statement>

Figure 1.14 ‐ Example of a dynamic apply in the LARA language and the resulting Aspect‐IR
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Architecture
Figure 1.15 shows a UML class diagram that illustrates the planned architecture for the LARA
frontend. A launcher (LARACLauncher) is responsible for starting the program and has an instance
of LaraC, the frontend itself. LaraC class has three main methods, which perform the three phases
described previously: parse() will perform lexical and syntactic analysis as well as build the AST,
toAspectIR() will perform semantic analysis based on the language specification, and createXML()
will write the Aspect-IR XML representation. The compile() method, from LaraC, will perform these
three actions.
The Aspect-IR class has a reference to the tree (ASTStart) as well as the needed additional
information that is used to validate the AST against a target language specification. This operation
will be performed on the organize method, which will issue other calls to the organize methods of
every node below the current AST node.
We only show a few of the nodes of the AST that contain the strategies specified in the LARA aspects.
All the nodes extend the SimpleNode class which is generated by the JavaCC parser generator tool
[JAVACC]. Some of the nodes of the tree have access to the language specification in order to
perform the previously mentioned semantic analysis and validation.

Figure 1.15 ‐ The UML class diagram for the LARA frontend
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DSL Compiler Requirements and Specification
Table 1-III presents the requirements associated to the DSL compiler and short descriptions of the
specifications.
Table 1‐III ‐ DSL Compiler Requirements and Specifications
Requirement
REQ REQ Short description of the
ID
No
requirement
CMP REQ1 The DSL compiler shall process
the DSL code and generate an
intermediate representation for
the weavers.

CMP REQ2 The DSL compiler shall generate
C/C++ code from dynamic actions
expressed in DSL aspects.

CMP REQ3 The DSL compiler shall weave the
C/C++ code specified in static
“insert” actions expressed in DSL
aspects.
CMP REQ4 The DSL compiler shall be flexible
to deal with other target
languages.

Specification
Short description of the specification
LARA has a compiler (LARAC) which generates an XML‐
based intermediate representation which is given to a
LARA interpreter (LARAI), which can be used by the
weavers. In the context of the ANTAREX project the
extensions needed are related to the LARA dynamic
features described in this report.
There are at least two approaches for the
implementation of dynamic aspects: the aspects are
either interpreted at runtime by a weaver, or the code
in the dynamic aspects is translated to the native
language and executed as part of the application. We
consider that the second approach might be more
feasible to implement for a first prototype, and the
weaver should translate dynamic aspects to native
C/C++ code
LARA has support for insert actions of native code

See REQ18 of Table 1‐II.
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1.2.2 The S2S (Source to Source) Compiler and Weaver
This component is responsible to the code transformations/refactoring/weaving and the generation of
the resultant C/C++ code for the following stages of the tool flow. This stage will be also responsible
for generating OpenCL code from a subset of C/C++. The S2S component will be fully controlled by
the DSL strategies in order to provide the required adaptivity strategies, code optimizations, code
generation (including OpenMP primitives as a result of the DSL parallelisation strategies), and
partitioning considering the existence of accelerators. Based on the DSL strategies, the S2S Compiler
may also generate multiple versions of the same code (with different optimizations and/or
specializations) to be managed at runtime by the autotuning component.
The proposed approach based on the ANTAREX DSL will enable the generation of different versions
of the same application code parallelised using different underlying programming models (MPI,
OpenMP, and OpenCL) as parallelisation mechanisms. Then, the DSL will enable the encoding of
parallelisation strategies, which will select at runtime the specific target platform, and execute the
corresponding code. Further deployment-time optimisation will be enabled through split-compilation.
Main Objectives
The main objectives of the S2S compiler and weaver are to provide data-type conversions, code
transformations and code refactoring, and injection of runtime adaptivity strategies.
Analysis of Third Party Tools
We analysed a number of existing tools that can provide part of the source to source support we need.
Table 1-IV illustrates some of the properties of the tools analysed. Two of the features that guided
the selection of the tools were the availability of the tools without license fees and the availability of
the source code.
According to the ANTAREX toolflow and requirements we need a source to source stage able to deal
with C/C++ and Java (for the adaptivity strategies at the web services in the navigation system use
case). In terms of C/C++ input, Clang [L08] is likely the most mature tool, with more support, and
greater ability to stay tuned to the C++ evolutions. However, Clang is a C/C++ frontend and does not
provide code transformations and refactoring. Cetus [DB+09] is a true source to source compiler,
including some analysis and code transformations. However, it only supports ANSI C code.
Harmonic [CC+13] provides C/C++ compilation as it is based on the ROSE [Q00] compiler
framework and is already controlled by LARA in terms of code insertion (mainly for
instrumentation). However, because Harmonic is based on ROSE, it uses a proprietary C/C++ parser
(EDG [EDG16]) and needs a very complex installation process as it depends on specific versions of
GCC.
Code Analysis: Most of the tools we studied have basic source code analysis capabilities. These
include common analyses such as data-flow and control-flow, as well as call graph analysis. Cetus,
which is more focused on automatic parallelization, also contains inter-procedural, alias and
privatization analyses. DMS, as a more generic framework, has symbolic range analysis, while ROSE
(and by extension Harmonic) has loop dependence analysis, which is useful as it has a considerable
number of loop transformations.
Code Transformations: The presented tools also support source-to-source code transformations. As
expected, these are mainly well-known loop transformations. The catalog includes tiling, interchange,
unroll, distribution and fusion. Some other more uncommon loop transformations are available. For
instance, Mercurium implements loop collapsing and both COINS and Scout implement loop
unswitching. COINS, because it works on a lower level, has transformations which are usually not
seen at the source code level, such as constant folding and propagation, common subexpression
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elimination and dead code elimination. More general transformations are available as well. Cetus
performs normalization of conditional instructions, loops and return statements, while Gecos and
Scout implement function inlining and Mercurium has function outlining. Scout also has loop
vectorization capabilities, as this is its main goal. To the best of our knowledge, Clang does not have
common source code transformations already implemented. However, its architecture, existing
analyses and representations are suited for the development of such transformation passes.
Development Language: Cetus, Gecos and COINS were developed using Java. This would be the
preferred development language as it is quite mature with high-level abstractions and a rich standard
library. There are three more keys points about using Java. First, most of the LARA tools are
developed in Java, which would make for a seamless integration with the newly-developed
technologies. Second, we have previous experience developing source-to-source compilation tools
using Java, which includes knowledge as well as supporting libraries. Finally, Java provides a degree
of portability that is not easily matched by other languages. For instance, there are Clang versions for
windows for use as a general purpose compiler. However, when integrating the libraries exposed by
Clang as part of a larger tool (such as a weaver), the build process becomes complicated and may
even be tied to specific compilers. As another example, ROSE has dependencies to specific versions
of GCC which are often considerably behind the most recent releases.
Most of the remaining tools rely on C++ for further development, extension and integration on larger
approaches. These include ROSE, Harmonic, Mercurium, Scout and Clang. While most of the LARA
supporting tools, including the front-end and interpreter, are written in Java, some degree of
integration is possible with tools developed in C++. Common frameworks such as Java Native
Interface and Java Native Access (community-driven) can be used to interface Java and C++
applications. Another approach, with a smoother integration, is to develop the Java/C++ applications
separately, and make them communicate using sockets or a higher-level library built on top of this,
such as ZeroMQ.
PIPS is developed using C, which is far from the optimal environment for this type of task. PIPS also
has its own scripting language which can be used to control the compilation flow and which
transformations are applied. If using DMS, the source-to-source tools would be developed using their
own language, PARLANSE. This has the obvious disadvantage of having to learn a new language
and giving up on years of experience and knowledge with common languages, such as Java or C++.
Supported Languages: As for supported languages, there are two major groups. Cetus, Gecos,
COINS, PIPS and Scout are not capable of compiling C++ applications. This is a major disadvantage
as the applications from the two use cases are developed in C++. Furthermore, if C-to-C compilation
is required, we can rely on MANET [DB+09], which is built on top of Cetus and can be used for
instrumentation and transformations. The second group of tools, which consists of ROSE, Harmonic,
DMS, Mercurium and Clang, supports the compilation of C and C++ programs, including a large
number of standards. For instance, the most recent version of Clang fully supports the C++14
standard.
Usages Fees: Most of the tools presented here provide their use under open source licenses, which,
for us, means they can be freely integrated and used in our own tool flow as part of a weaver. The
exceptions are Gecos, for which we could not find information about which license is in place, and
also DMS, which is a commercial tool from Semantic Designs.
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Table 1‐IV ‐ Source to source compilers analysed.

Name

Input
Lang

Output
Lang

Dev.
Lang

Code Analyses

Code
Transformations

License

Clang [L08]

C
C++

C++

Call Graph
Control Flow

‐‐‐

Cetus
[DB+09]

C (ANSI)

LLVM IR
C
C++
C

Java

ROSE [Q00]

C
C++
Fortran
Java

C
C++
Fortran
Java

C++

Inter‐Procedural
Alias
Privatization
Call Graph
Control Flow
Data Dependence
Call Graph
Loop Dependencies
Control Flow

Harmonic
[CC+13]

C
C++
Fortran
Java

C
C++
Fortran
Java

C++

Call Graph
Loop Dependencies
Control Flow

Gecos
[FY+13]
DMS [SD16]

C

C

Java

Call Graph

C
C++
C#
Java
C
C++

PARLA
NSE

Data Flow
Control Flow
Symbolic Ranges

Mercurium
[BD+04]

C
C++
C#
Java
C
C++

Loop Tiling
Loop Interchange
Loop Normalization
Reduction
Single Call
Single Return
Loop Unrolling
Loop Tiling
Loop Interchange
Loop Distribution
Loop Fusion
Loop Unrolling
Loop Tiling
Loop Interchange
Loop Distribution
Loop Fusion
Loop Unrolling
Function Inlining
‐‐‐

LLVM
'BSD'
3‐clause
Artistic

C++

‐‐‐

COINS
[SN+03]

C
Fortran

Sparc
X86
C

Java

Control Flow
Data Flow
Alias

PIPS
[ACK96]

C
Fortran

C
Fortran

C

Call Graph
Control Flow
Privatization

Scout
[KF+11]

C

C

C++

‐‐‐

Loop Unrolling
Loop Blocking
Loop Interchange
Loop Collapse
Loop Fusion
Loop Distribution
Function Outline
Const. Folding
Const. Propagation
Common Sub. Elim.
Dead Code Elim.
Loop Parallelization
Loop Expansion
Loop Unswitching
Function Inlining
Loop Distribution
Loop Interchange
Loop Normalize
Loop Unrolling
Loop Reductions
Strip Mining
Loop Parallelization
Vectorization
Loop Unswitching
Function Inlining
Loop Unroll

'BSD'
3‐clause

‐‐‐

‐‐‐
Commerci
al

GNU
GPL v3+

Apache
Version
2.0

GNU
GPL v3+

LLVM
'BSD'
3‐clause
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Analysis of UPORTO’s Tools
MANET [DB+09] is a C source-to-source compiler that uses LARA aspects to control the
compilation flow. It is focused on code insertion for instrumentation but can also be used on code
transformations tasks. MANET provides several loops transformations such as Loop Unrolling and
Loop Tiling, as well as some more general transformations to support optimization tasks, such as
being able to clone functions to devise specialized versions of an application. MANET uses Cetus
[CETUS] as the underlying source-to-source tool. Cetus is used to 1) parse the input source files and
create the AST, which is then manipulated according to LARA strategies, and 2) write the resulting
AST to the output files. The usage of aspects to target the hierarchical structure that represents the
language specification enables an easy selection of points of interest in the code, which can then be
analyzed for information retrieval or transformed through actions. Thus, MANET can be used to
generate information reports based on compiler analyses or to implement sophisticated code
instrumentation and transformation strategies.
KADABRA [CC16b] is a LARA based Java to Java Compiler on top of the Spoon [SPOON][PM+15]
Java to Java compiler. Spoon is an open-source library completely built in Java. It is a Java to Java
tool that allows code analysis and source-code transformations over the Java language, having a finegrained program element selection, such as classes, fields, methods, statements and expressions. This
type of tool, and its internal structure, is ideal for a weaving environment such as the one used in
LARA, allowing a complete integration between the LARA interpreter and the Spoon program model.
MATISSE [BP+13][BRC15] is a compiler framework capable of generating C/OpenCL code from
matrix-like computations. It uses a Static Single Assignment (SSA) internal representation which
supports matrices as one of its native types, and it currently has a MATLAB front-end. Its purpose is
to be able to generate customized code for different implementations/targets (e.g., C/OpenCL) from
the same description code (e.g., MATLAB). MATISSE uses LARA aspects to encode strategies and
additional information which are used to customize the implementation.
Selection of the S2S Tools
MANET [DB+09] will be used to perform some initial experiments on kernels extracted from the
use case applications. These kernels are usually C-like in nature and, as such, they can often be
directly compiled using a C compiler or are easily translatable. The experiments include the
development of additional versions with the available loop transformations and additional versions
with different data representations (e.g., double and single precision). We will also develop LARA
aspects to reach these newer versions from the original code as well as aspects to specify adaptivity
strategies on the kernel, for instance, using an autotunner framework. However, MANET can only
compile ANSI C source code, and since the use case applications and requirements specify that a C++
compiler is needed, a new weaver will be developed. Extending the existing compiler to support more
recent C standards as well as C++ code would be an extensive engineering task in itself. Another
issue with using MANET is that the development of the underlying compiler, Cetus, seems to have
come to a halt. Both issues become non-existing with Clang, the chosen source-to-source compiler
for the new weaver.
Clang: the tool we selected as the base C/C++ source to source compiler: We believe Clang [L08] is
the more appropriate tool as the base of the ANTAREX source to source compiler. Clang is a mature
production compiler being actively developed and supported by the industry (e.g., Apple). It has a
large community, supports the latest C++ versions (e.g., C++14) and is expected to support future
versions (e.g., C++17). The source code is available, and is the C/C++ front-end for LLVM [LA04].
The intermediate representation uses an AST that closely resembles both the written C++ code and
the C++ standard and is thus close to the source code. This makes Clang’s AST a good fit for sourceto-source tools. Clang has been developed bearing in mind its use in the context of standalone tools,
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e.g., refactoring tools and static analyzers, which is aligned with our needs from the source to source
compiler.
KADABRA [CC16b]: a LARA based Java to Java Compiler using Spoon [SPOON][PM+15] as the
main core. This tool will be used to apply runtime adaptivity strategies in the context of the UC2 for
client-server side communication and client-side control: the support is to manage parameters to be
tuned at the client-side (bandwidth vs energy vs QoS trade-offs). The Java code transformations will
be in the context of the Java code providing web services.
OpenCL Generation
We plan to use an improved version of MATISSE [BRC15] to translate kernels of computation into
OpenCL code, which can execute on heterogeneous platforms that include CPUs and GPGPUs.
Although the input languages we are considering are C/C++ and Java, we will translate a subset of
C/C++ code (requirement S2S.10) to a matrix-like description that will be fed into MATISSE. This
way it will be possible to support the generation of OpenCL to support multiple targets.
Code Transformations and Refactoring
The S2S compilers need to support the insertion of code in specific program locations selected by the
LARA strategies and also need to provide code transformations and support for refactoring. All the
supported code transformations and code refactoring techniques will be controlled by LARA. Table
1-V presents the code transformations and the refactoring techniques already identified from the
knowledge about the two ANTAREX use cases. Most code transformations are related to loop
transformations such as loop unrolling and loop tiling. All these transformations shall be controlled
by the LARA DSL and it shall be possible to specify strategies in LARA using those code
transformations. We note however that during the project there might be the need to include other
code transformations and refactoring techniques.
Some of the existent transformations must be extended for dealing with adaptability strategies. We
envision extensions to code transformations in the context of autotuning, such as exposing the size of
block for loop tiling as a variable to be controlled at runtime.
Table 1‐V ‐ Code transformations and refactoring techniques to be supported by S2S compiler.

Code Transformations and Refactoring

Objective

Loop Unrolling
Loop Tiling
Loop Fission/Distribution
Loop Fusion/Merge
Loop Interchange
Unroll and Jam
Loop Perforation
Loop Coalescing
Refactoring variables to locals/fields/globals
Modifying the types of variables(float, double, int,
long, fixed‐point)
Code partitioning and insertion of communication
and synchronization routines
Function inlining
Function cloning

Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Performance/Energy Improvements
Preparing code for adaptivity
Performance/Energy/Accuracy
Partitioning for offloading
Performance/Energy Improvements
Used to prepare multiversions of selected
functions
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Used to partitioning arrays to be used by the
different cores
Performance/Energy/Accuracy

LARA Interpreter
In order to make more efficient the LARA interpretation and to update the core of the interpreter we
decided to substitute Rhino [Rhino] with Nashorn [Jun14]. Both Rhino and Nashorn are Javascript
engines implemented in Java. Since Java 6, a version of Rhino comes bundled with every Java
platform, and starting with Java 8, Rhino was replaced with Nashorn. Nashorn is a newer engine
which takes advantage of several recent Java features, such as the bytecode invokeDynamic, and due
to this, it can be orders of magnitude faster than Rhino. Nashorn is also faster, more reliable, and
provides compatibilities between some JavaScript and Java structures (e.g., Strings). Since the
development of the LARA interpreter is being done in Java 8 and the LARA language uses a
Javascript engine extensively, we plan to base the LARA interpreter in the Nashorn instead of Rhino.
Weaving
In order to help developers to find bugs and to keep tracking of the code transformations performed
by the weaver, we plan to provide the traceability of the code modifications (including inserts) via an
option to instrument the code and to analyze the information obtained from the execution. This
includes the traceability between applies and actions and the code modifications and code insertions
and the LARA code. One possible way is to include comments in the target code that associate the
code to the LARA aspects and to apply sections.
Architecture
The UML class diagram in Figure 1.16 shows the structure of the LARA interpreter. After parsing
the XML file which contains the Aspect-IR, the LaraI class has instances of Aspects. The classes
Aspects, Aspect, Statement, and so on, form a tree that represents the LARA code of the aspect. Then,
these classes are ready to be interpreted. LaraI instantiates an Interpreter for this.
The Interpreter has two main jobs. First, it converts the existing tree into Javascript code with the
generateAspectsJavascript method which will, in turn, call other auxiliary methods. After the
Javascript code is generated it is evaluated with the evaluate method. For this, the Interpreter relies
on an instance of the Nashorn interpreter.
Nashorn uses a MasterWeaver instance which communicates with a specific implementation of
WeaverEngine through a well-defined API. The API includes methods to start the parsing of the
source files and to close the weaving process and print the resulting output. Between these, there can
be a series of calls with selections, attribute queries and actions that are described in the LARA
aspects.
LaraI needs to receive an implementation of the weaver to communicate with. This weaver needs to
implement the WeaverEngine interface.
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Figure 1.16 ‐ The UML class diagram for the LARA interpreter.

There are several weavers that currently implement the WeaverEngine interface. As an example,
consider the class diagram in Figure 1.17, which illustrate how a specific weaver, CetusWeaver (used
in MANET), implements the interface. The select method in the weaver returns an instance of
CProgram join point class, which encapsulates a reference to the AST of the underlying source-tosource compiler, Cetus. In this case, the CProgram join point has a Program reference. With this join
point, the MasterWeaver instance can now select files by calling the selectFile method on the
CProgram instance. This will return a list of CFile, a join point class that has a reference to a
TranslationUnit, the Cetus AST node to represent a C source file. From this, the MasterWeaver would
be able to select functions and then loops and so on, following the language specification. An
implementation of a weaver that wishes to use the LARA interpreter needs only to develop classes
that implement the exposed interface and join point as defined by the language specification.
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Figure 1.17 ‐ The UML class diagram for the WeaverEngine interface and a concrete
implementation, CetusWeaver.

Interface and Communication with S2S and Other Tools
In this Section, we show how the LARA interpreter interfaces with source-to-source compilers in
order to develop weaving tools. The basic sequence of operations is illustrated by the sequence
diagram in Figure 1.18. For this example, we use the previously mentioned MasterWeaver and
CetusWeaver for the C language. The former is part of the LARA interpreter and the latter is a
concrete implementation of the WeaverEngine interface.
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Figure 1.18 ‐ A simple UML sequence diagram with most basic interaction between the LARA
interpreter and an actual weaver.

The MasterWeaver issues the control requests, begin() and close(), and, in between it can also request
multiple selections. As you can see, there are three main layers used during the weaving process, the
LARA interpreter, the weaver implementation and the actual source-to-source compiler.
To illustrate a more common usage of the weaver consider the simple LARA aspect example in
Figure 1.19. This aspect will select all the functions in the input source code and print their name to
the console.
select function end
apply
println($function.name);
end
Figure 1.19 ‐ Simple LARA aspect that reports the names of the existing functions.

In order to select functions, and following the language specification, the program and source files
need to be selected first. The LARA compiler is able to implicitly infer this chain of join points and
will convert the code:
select function end

into:
select program.file.function end

This way, the LARA interpreter iteratively selects points of the application from the set of points
provided according to the select expression. The sequence diagram in Figure 1.20 illustrates this
select operation. As we can see, the begin() request triggers the parsing of the application which builds
the AST on the Cetus layer. This creates instances of classes such as Program, TranslationUnit and
Procedure. These are the Cetus classes for the AST node and they represent C programs, files and
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functions respectively. If the start process concludes without error, the weaver returns a positive
answer to the interpreter. These are steps 1-5 in the sequence diagram.

Figure 1.20: The UML sequence diagram of the operations performed in order to execute the
LARA aspect presented in Figure 1.21.

Then, the interpret issues a select() request, which prompt the weaver to return the root join point of
the application (steps 6-7). A new CProgram instance is created and holds a reference to the Program
AST node that was created during the parsing step. From this join point, the interpreter can select all
files in the program by calling the selectFile() method of the CProgram join point. This is step 8 of
the sequence diagram. Using the Program reference to the tree, this join point finds all TranslationUnit
instances that are its children. For each one, a new CFile instance is created that holds that tree
reference. The list of CFile instances is return to the interpreter, in steps 8-10.
With the list of file join points, the interpreter asks each one for a list of functions. Following an
analogous process, in steps 11-13, a list of CFunction join points is created and developed to the
interpreter. Once again, each CFunction join point holds a reference to the corresponding Cetus AST
object, a Procedure instance in this case.
Finally, the interpreter iterates over the list of function join points and calls the getName() method on
each one. This is an attribute query and the join point uses the reference to the tree to fetch this
information and return the appropriate string to the interpreter, which can then call its println() routine
and print the function name to the console. This is performed in steps 14-15.
Finally, in steps 16-17, as there is nothing left to perform, the interpreter issues the close() command
to the weaver which triggers the printing of the output source files if there were changes. If the
termination process was concluded successfully, the weaver returns a positive Boolean on the close()
call.
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S2S Requirements and Specifications
Table 1-VI and Table 1-VII present the requirements associated to the S2S compiler and the LARA
weaver and short descriptions of the specifications.
Table 1‐VI ‐ Source‐to‐Source (S2S) Requirements and Specifications
REQ REQ
ID
No
S2S REQ1

S2S

REQ2

S2S

REQ3

S2S

REQ4

S2S

REQ5

S2S

REQ6

S2S

REQ7

S2S

REQ8

S2S

REQ9

Requirement
Short description of the
requirement
The S2S compiler shall be able to
process C/C++ input code and to
generate C/C++ code.

Specification
Short description of the specification

The weaver shall use the Cetus compiler to process C
code, and Clang to process C++ code. Both compilers
allow the generation of C/C++ code from their internal
representations
The S2S compiler shall be able to Cetus and Clang are capable of parsing C/C++ code and
refactor/transform the input
transforming the code. Cetus provides several code
C/C++ code.
transformations related with parallelization of loops,
Clang provides facilities for code refactoring
The S2S compiler shall be able to We will use the DSL to guide the S2S compilers so that
partition the input source code
they perform the necessary transformations to achieve
and to include
code partitioning and the inclusion of synchronization
synchronization/communication and communication primitives
primitives.
The S2S compiler shall be able to Both Cetus and Clang support the insertion of arbitrary
code in the AST they use as intermediate
instrument the code based on
representation. Insertion of code is a basic operation of
DSL strategies.
the DSL Weaver, and is the main tool to do code
instrumentation
The S2S compiler shall be able to The DSL will include monitoring APIs which will
insert monitoring and
translate to rules that will guide the S2S compilers to
adaptability points.
insert the necessary code for monitoring and
adaptability points
The S2S compiler shall be able to The Cetus compiler is able to perform some loop
perform loop transformations
transformations (e.g., loop tiling, loop interchange) and
(e.g. loop tiling, loop unrolling,
we already have developed aspects in the DSL that are
loop interchange, unroll and
able to perform other loop transformations (e.g., loop
jam, loop splitting, loop fusion). unrolling, loop unroll and jam). The remaining loop
transformations required by the project will be
implemented either in the DSL or in the S2S compiler
The S2S compiler shall be able to We should build DSL aspects which implement data
perform data partitioning.
partitioning strategies
The S2S compiler shall be able to We will develop strategies that perform code
generate and integrate multiple specialization of a function, according to the value of
versions of the same function.
one or more parameters. We will use the intermediate
representations provided by the S2S compilers to
perform constant propagation of those values, store
the function specializations and replace them at
runtime when needed
The code
The DSL Weaver will translate the DSL rules into
refactoring/transformations/par commands that will be performed by the S2S compilers
titioning performed by the S2S
compiler shall be controlled by
the DSL.
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REQ REQ
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ID
No
requirement
S2S REQ10 The S2S compiler shall be able to
generate C/OpenCL code from a
target subset of C/C++ code.
S2S REQ11 The C/OpenCL code generation
shall be controlled by the DSL.
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Specification
Short description of the specification
The DSL Weaver will translate a target subset of C/C++
code to a matrix‐like representation, which MATISSE
will translate to C/OpenCL
MATISSE already supports control of the C/OpenCL
generation through LARA, we will add support for the
extend DSL

Table 1‐VII ‐ DSL Weaver Requirements and Specifications
Requirement
REQ REQ Short description of the
ID
No
requirement
WVR REQ1 The DSL weaver shall process the
DSL intermediate representation.

Specification
Short description of the specification

LARA has a generic interpreter which already does
most of the work of interpreting the LARA DSL. The
interpreter is prepared to interface with weavers
according to a given configuration, and together with
the weaver generator, the developer just has to
implement the actions specific to that weaver
WVR REQ2 The DSL weaver shall interact with The weaver should use a source‐to‐source compiler to
the source‐to‐source compiler.
provide facilities for code inspection and
transformation. In this sense, the weaver should act as
a bridge between the DSL and the compiler
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1.2.3 The C/C++ Split Compiler
At this stage, the intention is to provide optimization levels beyond the usual heuristics tuned for
average use cases. By relaxing compilation time, compilers can explore more options for each
particular fragment of code, in particular to exploit resources and parallelism (DLP, ILP, thread-level)
as much as possible by fine-tuning the generated code for specific data-path properties of specific
architectures. In this context, we will use iterative compilation techniques for exploring phase
ordering of compiler optimization passes in order to provide the agility in finding the optimal
compiler configuration for a given performance metric. This exploration will consider two distinct
stages: one at compile time and the other at runtime. The split compiler will provide multiple versions
of the same function by considering the possible multiple versions generated by the S2S compiler and
the additional code generation version provided by different compiler optimizations (sequences of
compiler optimizations). These multiple versions will be used by the autotuning component to
achieve better performance/energy trade-offs. We also envision the possibility of exploring phase
ordering at runtime (possibly by executing at runtime the compilers responsible for generating target
machine code).
Leveraging the multi-stage compilation (such as source-to-source and source-to-native, possibly
using code templates, followed by native-to-native), this component splits the compilation process in
two steps – offline, and online –to offload as much of the complexity as possible to the offline step,
conveying the result to runtime optimizers:




Offline: This step occurs on the developer's workstation. Resources are virtually unlimited.
Ideally, all the work should have been done offline. However, target and execution
environment are unknown. Target-dependent optimizations are impossible – or risky at the
best. Dynamic events are also unknown (program inputs, competing processes on a server),
causing missed opportunities.
Online: This step occurs on the user's device, at runtime. In case of an embedded system,
resources are much more limited than in the offline step. However, the actual target system
(hardware and computing environment) is known. Many classical optimizations can be
revisited in this context, pushing as much of the work as possible to the offline step. Several
other scenarios are also possible, beyond mere splitting of optimizations. When relevant,
optimizations can also be partially or speculatively applied offline, at compile-time, as has been
shown in the case of vectorization.

In ANTAREX, we will combine iterative- and split-compilation and extend their applicability. In the
context of HPC applications and changing computing environments, iterative compilation is suitable
to identify interesting trade-offs. However, it will be practically impossible to generate all potential
relevant versions of code due to combinatorial explosion and code bloat. Instead, we will combine
iterative-compilation with split-compilation: instead of generating code, we will encode code
generation strategies (“recipes”) to drive a dynamic code generator in response to particular hardware
features (such as number of registers or degree of available instruction level parallelism) as well as
dynamic events (cache misses, branch misprediction). Contributions will consist in identifying the
relevant characteristics and the proper dynamic events, how to express them in the ANTAREX DSL
in a way manageable by the programmers, and finally in defining the appropriate response to these
events. Finally, split-compilation will have a significant impact on the performance of applications,
but also on the productivity of programmers. Split compilation will relieve programmers from the
burden of repeatedly optimizing, tuning, compiling and testing: much of the effort can be automated,
including in cases where diverse and heterogeneous targets are envisioned.
Table 1-VIII describes the optimizations that can take advantage of a split-compilation process and
that we will consider for auto-tuning within ANTAREX.
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Table 1‐VIII Split Compiler Specifications
Optimization
Name

Purpose

Target

Specification

Divergence
Analysis

Select target: GPU
vs. CPU/Xeon Phi

Power

Branch
divergence
causes
significant
performance impact on GPU processors. When
necessary, the static compiler can monitor the
branch divergence inside critical kernels, and
instruct the dynamic compiler to offload
computation to a GPU when necessary.

Performance

Contributes to
MBE‐REQ2

Loop Tiling

Adjust to
underlying
hardware (physical
cache size) and co‐
runners (practically
usable cache size)

Power
Performance

The static compiler can detect when sizeable data
structure are traversed and prepare a tiled
version of the loop, along with a property to
observe (such as the cache miss ratio). The
dynamic compiler, when necessary, can switch to
the tiled version, and materialize the tile sizes.

Contributes to
MBE‐REQ1
Vectorization

Adjust to actual
hardware vector
width.

Performance
Power

Possibly target
Xeon Phi.

Replace repeating
function calls by
table lookups

Vectorization is a very powerful optimization. Its
effectiveness depends on: 1) hardware support,
in particular vector width, 2) data dependences,
more precisely the inter‐iteration dependence
distance.
The static compiler can compute the latter and
prepare several versions. Actual vector width is
known at runtime. The dynamic compiler selects
the fastest supported version. Xeon Phi supports
wider vectors (AVX512) at a lower frequency,
exposing possible tradeoffs with respect to target
device.

Contributes to
MBE‐REQ1 and
REQ3

Memoization

Actual cache size is only known at runtime. Cache
area is also shared with other jobs running on the
same core/processor.

Performance
Power

Some functions are frequently called with the
same arguments. When the function is pure (i.e.
has no side‐effect, and the result is entirely
determined from the argument), results can be
stored in a software cache, and repeating calls are
replaced by a cache lookup.
The static compiler can detect pure functions. The
dynamic compiler can decide to replace the call.
This is effectively a tradeoff code execution vs.
data storage.

If‐conversion

Reduce penalty of
difficult‐to‐predict
branches

Performance

Some branch instructions are difficult to predict
by the processor. This causes a penalty of –
typically – 20 cycles. For small critical loops, this
can cause an overall degradation. In such cases,
the dynamic compiler can instruct the static
compiler to provide a new version of the code,
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where if‐conversion replaces the branch by
conditional moves.
Function
Specialization

Optimize function
based on actual
input data

Performance
Power

The static compiler can detect when particular
values lead to higher optimization potential. It can
either generate multiple versions, or embed the
compiler IR of the function in the binary and
instruct the dynamic compiler to re‐optimize the
function when particular values repeat.

Contributes to SLT‐
REQ2.

Iterative
Compilation

Optimize for actual
target.
Contributes to
MBE‐REQ1 and
REQ3.

Function specialization consists in optimizing a
function for particular values of arguments.

Performance
Power

It is well known that it is hardly possible to predict
the impact of optimizations on the performance
of modern architectures. Moreover, combining
dozens of optimizations in various orders makes
the problem even more intractable (the phase
ordering problem).
The static compiler can prepare several versions
of critical code regions, and let the dynamic
compiler assess which one is the best for each
target.

The split-compiler can operate either as a standalone entity, or as an agent under the control of the
main orchestrator.
As standalone, it will apply specific optimizations (as described in the previous table), leaving options
open, to be finalized by the dynamic compiler depending on runtime information.
As an agent, it can be queried by the auto-tuner. Invocation hooks will make it possible to dynamically
select a previously prepared version of a critical region, or dynamically generate code for a particular
target. This contributes to requirement SLT-REQ1.
Additionally, the compiler will retain some of the information produced internally during the
successive analysis and transformation passes and make this information available to external tools,
such as the auto-tuner. Examples include register pressure and saturation, existence of inter-iteration
dependence and dependence distance, required instruction idioms, divergence estimation, array
access strides, etc. This contributes to requirements MBE-REQ5, REQ6, and REQ7.
Finally, the split-compiler will expose, and make accessible to external tools, the hooks to internal
analysis and transformation passes, normally reserved to the pass manager (respectively MBE-REQ7
and REQ4).
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1.2.4 The Middle‐ and Back‐End Compiler
The requirements for the Middle- and Back-End Compiler, as described in Table 1.6 of the
Requirements (Section 2), aim at providing the following capabilities to the ANTAREX compiler
toolchain:


Ability to expose to the Autotuning system and to the ANTAREX DSL the control of
compiler optimisation, in order to drive specific transformations or to tune their parameters
(MBE-REQ1, MBE-REQ4).



Provide support for specific languages and platforms, in particular those aimed at supporting
parallel programming (MBE-REQ2, MBE-REQ3).



Provide additional information to the Autotuner and to the DSL, where appropriate (MBEREQ5, MBE-REQ6, MBE-REQ7).



Support customized precision tuning (MBE-REQ8).



Support instrumentation strategies (MBE-REQ9).



Support phase-ordering (MBE-REQ10).

In LLVM, support for phase-ordering is available via the PassManagerBuilder (MBE-REQ10).
Support
for
instrumentation
strategies
(MBE-REQ9)
is
available
via
the
lib/Transforms/Instrumentation infrastructure. In particular, instruction profiling and
several dynamic checks (array bound, address sanitizing, stack safety) are available.
To satisfy the remaining requirements, Table 1-X and Table 1-I express respectively the
specifications of the available transformations and the analysis passes in the LLVM compiler
framework. In particular, we specify for each transformation and analysis pass whether it is
controllable as a command-line option, and whether it is parameterized. All parameterized
transformations can be tuned by the Autotuning framework described in Section 1.2.5. We also list
for each transformation whether target dependent information is used, since this aspect affects the
ability to schedule the transformation in the phase-ordering process. Finally, we describe the scope
of each transformation, as transformations targeting a smaller scope (Loop or Basic-block) are
amenable to be controlled by the DSL in a fine-grained manner.
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Table 1‐IX Notation used for the Transformations
Symbol
Scheduling Point
1
2
3
Control Mode
I
C
P
Scope
L
B
F
R
M
Requirements
MBE‐REQ1

Description
Normalization
Target Independent Optimization
Target Dependent Optimization
Internal
Command‐line option
Parameterized
Loop
Basic Block
Function
Region
Module
Optimizations targeting the workload (loop
transformations, vectorization)
Optimizations for OpenCL
Platform specific optimizations
Optimizations in REQ1 exposed/parameterized
Analyses

MBE‐REQ2
MBE‐REQ3
MBE‐REQ4
MBE‐REQ7

Table 1‐X Specifications of the Transformations
Name

Sched. Ctrl
Point Mode

Scope

Req.

BB Vectorizer
3
CP
B
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
Basic‐block vectorization pass. The algorithm was inspired by that used by the Vienna MAP Vectorizor by
Franchetti and Kral, et al. It works by looking for chains of pairable operations and then pairing them.
Loop Vectorize
2
CP
F
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This pass modifies ’vectorizable’ loops and generates target‐independent LLVM‐IR. The loop vectorizer
combines consecutive loop iterations into a single ’wide’ iteration. After this transformation the index is
incremented by the SIMD vector width, and not by one.
SLP Vectorizer
3
CP
F
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This pass implements the Bottom Up SLP vectorizer. It detects consecutive stores that can be put together
into vector‐stores. Next, it attempts to construct vectorizable tree using the use‐def chains. If a profitable
tree was found, the SLP vectorizer performs vectorization on the tree.
ADCE
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass implements the Aggressive Dead Code Elimination. It optimistically assumes that all instructions
are dead until proven otherwise, allowing it to eliminate dead computations that other DCE passes do not
catch, particularly involving loop computations.
Alignment From Assumptions

3

I

F

MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ3
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This pass implements a ScalarEvolution‐based transformation to set the alignments of load, stores and
memory intrinsics. The primary motivation is to handle complex alignment assumptions that apply to vector
loads and stores that appear after vectorization and unrolling.
BDCE
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass implements the Bit‐Tracking Dead Code Elimination. Some instructions (shifts, some ands, ors,
etc.) kill some of their input bits. We track these dead bits and remove instructions that compute only these
dead bits.
Constant Hoisting
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass identifies expensive constants to hoist and coalesces them to better prepare it for Selection DAG‐
based code generation. This works around the limitations of the basic‐block‐at‐a‐time approach.
Constant Propagation
2
I
F
This pass implements constant propagation and merging.

MBE‐REQ1

Correlated Value Propagation 2
I
F
This pass implements the Correlated Value Propagation.

MBE‐REQ1

DCE / DIE
2
I
F/B
MBE‐REQ1
This pass implements dead instruction elimination and dead code elimination. Dead Inst Elimination
performs a single pass over the function removing dead instructions. Dead Code Elimination is similar, but it
rechecks instructions that were used by removed instructions to see if they are newly dead.
Dead Store Elimination
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass implements a trivial dead store elimination that only considers basic‐block local redundant stores.
Early CSE
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass performs a simple dominator tree walk that eliminates trivially redundant instructions.
CFG Flatten Pass
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
Loop over all of the basic blocks and remove them if they are unneeded.
Float2Int
2
CP
F
MBE‐REQ8
This pass implements the Float2Int transformation, which aims to demote floating point operations to work
on integers, where that is losslessy possible.
GVN
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass performs global value numbering to eliminate fully redundant instructions. It also performs simple
dead load elimination.
Inductive Range Check
2
CP
L
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4, MBE‐REQ2
Elimination
The InductiveRangeCheckElimination pass splits a loop’s iteration space into three disjoint ranges. It does
that in a way such that the loop running in the middle loop provably does not need range checks.
Induction Variable Elimination 2
CP
L
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This transformation analyzes and transforms the induction variables (and computations derived from them)
into simpler forms suitable for subsequent analysis and transformation.
JumpThreading

2

CP

F

MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
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This pass implements thread control through conditional blocks.
LICM
3
C
L
MBE‐REQ3
This pass performs Loop Invariant Code Motion, attempting to remove as much code from the body of a
loop as possible. It does this by either hoisting code into the preheader block, or by sinking code to the exit
blocks if it is safe. This pass also promotes must‐aliased memory locations in the loop to live in registers,
thus hoisting and sinking "invariant" loads and stores.
Load Combine
3
I
This transformation combines adjacent loads.

B

MBE‐REQ3

Loop Deletion
2
I
L
MBE‐REQ1
This file implements the Dead Loop Deletion Pass. This pass is responsible for eliminating loops with non‐
infinite computable trip counts that have no side effects or volatile instructions, and do not contribute to the
computation of the function’s return value.
Loop Distribution
2
CP
F
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This pass implements the Loop Distribution. Its main focus is to distribute loops that cannot be vectorized
due to dependence cycles. It tries to isolate the offending dependences into a new loop allowing
vectorization of the remaining parts.
Loop Idiom Recognition
3
I
L
MBE‐REQ3
This pass implements an idiom recognizer that transforms simple loops into a non‐loop form. In cases that
this kicks in, it can be a significant performance win.
Loop Instruction Simplification 3
I
L
MBE‐REQ1
This pass performs lightweight instruction simplification on loop bodies.
Loop Interchange
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ2, MBE‐REQ3
This Pass handles loop interchange transform. This pass interchanges loops to provide a more cache‐
friendly memory access patterns.
Loop Load Elimination
2
CP
F
This pass implement a loop‐aware load elimination.

MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4

Loop Rerolling
3
CP
This pass implements a simple loop reroller.

L

MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4

Loop Rotation
3
CP
L
This pass implements Loop Rotation transformation.

MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4

Loop Strength Reduce
3
I
L
MBE‐REQ1
This transformation analyzes and transforms the induction variables (and computations derived from them)
into forms suitable for efficient execution on the target. This pass performs a strength reduction on array
references inside loops that have as one or more of their components the loop induction variable, it rewrites
expressions to take advantage of scaled‐index addressing modes available on the target, and it performs a
variety of other optimizations related to loop induction variables.
Loop Unroll
3
CP
L
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This pass implements a simple loop unroller. It works best when loops have been canonicalized by the ‐
indvars pass, enabling it to determine the trip counts of loops easily.
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Loop Unswitch
3
CP
L
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This pass transforms loops that contain branches on loop‐invariant conditions to have multiple loops.
Lower Atomic
1
I
B
N/A
This pass lowers atomic intrinsics to non‐atomic form for use in a known non‐pre‐emptible environment.
Lower Expect Intrinsic
1
CP
F
This pass lowers the ’expect’ intrinsic to LLVM metadata.

MBE‐REQ4

MemCpy Optimizer
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ3
This pass performs various transformations related to eliminating memcpy calls, or transforming sets of
stores into memset’s.
Merged Load Store Motion
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass performs merges of loads and stores on both sides of a diamond (hammock). It hoists the loads
and sinks the stores.
N‐ary Reassociate
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass reassociates n‐ary add expressions and eliminates the redundancy exposed by the reassociation.
Partially Inline Lib Calls
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ3
This pass tries to partially inline the fast path of well‐known library functions, such as using square‐root
instructions for cases where sqrt() does not need to set errno.
Reassociate Binary Expressions 2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass reassociates commutative expressions in an order that is designed to promote better constant
propagation, GCSE, LICM, PRE, etc.
Reg2Mem
1
I
F
N/A
This file demotes all registers to memory references. It is intended to be the inverse of
PromoteMemoryToRegister. By converting to loads, the only values live across basic blocks are allocas and
loads before phi nodes. It is intended that this should make CFG hacking much easier. To make later hacking
easier, the entry block is split into two, such that all introduced allocas and nothing else are in the entry
block.
Scalarizer
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ3
This pass converts vector operations into scalar operations, in order to expose optimization opportunities
on the individual scalar operations. It is mainly intended for targets that do not have vector units, but it may
also be useful for revectorizing code to different vector widths.
SRoA
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This transformation implements the well known Scalar Replacement Of Aggregates transformation. It tries
to identify promotable elements of an aggregate alloca, and promote them to registers. It will also try to
convert uses of an element (or set of elements) of an alloca into a vector or bitfield‐style integer scalar if
appropriate. It works to do this with minimal slicing of the alloca so that regions which are merely
transferred in and out of external memory remain unchanged and are not decomposed to scalar code.
Because this also performs alloca promotion, it can be thought of as also serving the purpose of SSA
formation. The algorithm iterates on the function until all opportunities for promotion have been realized.
SCCP

3

I

F/M

MBE‐REQ3
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This file implements Sparse Conditional Constant Propagation and merging.
Separate Const Offset From GEP 3
C
F
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
Loop unrolling may create many similar GEPs for array accesses. To reduce the register pressure, the
optimization implemented in this pass merges the common part of a group of GEPs, so we can compute
each pointer address by adding a simple offset to the common part, saving many registers.
Simplify CFG
3
CP
F
MBE‐REQ1, MBE‐REQ4
This file implements dead code elimination and basic block merging, along with a collection of other
peephole control flow optimizations.
Sink
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass moves instructions into successor blocks, when possible, so that they aren’t executed on paths
where their results aren’t needed.
Speculative Execution
3
CP
F
MBE‐REQ2, MBE‐REQ4
This pass hoists instructions to enable speculative execution on targets where branches are expensive. This
is aimed at GPUs. It currently works on simple if‐then and if‐then‐else patterns.
Straight Line Strength Reduce 3
I
F
MBE‐REQ3
This pass implements straight‐line strength reduction (SLSR). Unlike loop strength reduction, this algorithm
is designed to reduce arithmetic redundancy in straight‐line code instead of loops. It has proven to be
effective in simplifying arithmetic statements derived from an unrolled loop.
Structurize CFG
1
I
R
N/A
Transforms the control flow graph on one single entry/exit region at a time.
Tail Recursion Elimination
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ1
This pass transforms calls of the current function (self recursion) followed by a return instruction with a
branch to the entry of the function, creating a loop.
Table 1‐XI Specifications of the Analysis Passes
Name

Sched. Ctrl
Scope
Req.
Point Mode
Alias Analysis
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass implements the default version of the Alias Analysis interface that is to be used when no other
implementation is specified. This does some simple tests that detect obvious cases. This alias analysis
implementation really is not very good for anything, but it is very fast, and makes a nice clean default
implementation. Because it handles lots of little corner cases, other, more complex, alias analysis
implementations may choose to rely on this pass to resolve these simple and easy cases.
Basic Alias Analysis
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass defines the primary stateless implementation of the Alias Analysis interface that implements
identities (two different globals cannot alias, etc.), but does no stateful analysis.
Block Frequency Info
2
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
Block Frequency Analysis estimate IR basic block frequencies.
Branch Probability Info

2

I

F

MBE‐REQ7
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This is a function analysis which provides information on the relative probabilities of each "edge" in the
function’s CFG where such an edge is defined by a pair (PredBlock and an index in the successors). The
probability of an edge from one block is always relative to the probabilities of other edges from the block.
The probabilities of all edges from a block sum to exactly one.
Call Graph
2
This analysis builds the call graph.

I

CFG
2
I
This analysis builds the Control Flow Graph.

M

MBE‐REQ7

B

MBE‐REQ7

CFL Alias Analysis
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass implements a context free language (CFL) based context‐insensitive alias analysis algorithm. It
does not depend on types. The algorithm is a mixture of the one described in "Demand‐driven alias analysis
for C" by Xin Zheng and Radu Rugina, and "Fast algorithms for Dyck‐CFL‐reachability with applications to
Alias Analysis" by Zhang Q, Lyu M R, Yuan H, and Su Z.
Cost Model Analysis
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7, MBE‐REQ5
This pass defines the cost model analysis. It provides a very basic cost estimation for LLVM‐IR. This analysis
uses the services of the codegen to approximate the cost of any IR instruction when lowered to machine
instructions. The cost results are unit‐less and the cost number represents the throughput of the machine
assuming that all loads hit the cache, all branches are predicted, etc. The cost numbers can be added in
order to compare two or more transformation alternatives.
Demanded Bits Analysis
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass implements a demanded bits analysis. A demanded bit is one that contributes to a result; bits that
are not demanded can be either zero or one without affecting control or data flow.
Dependence Analysis
2
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
DependenceAnalysis is an LLVM pass that analyses dependences between memory accesses.
Divergence Analysis
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ7, MBE‐REQ2, MBE‐REQ5, MBE‐REQ6
This file implements divergence analysis, which determines whether a branch in a GPU program is
divergent. It can help branch optimizations such as jump threading and loop un‐switching to make better
decisions.
Dominance Frontier
2
I
F
This pass calculates the dominance frontier for a function.

MBE‐REQ7

Globals Mod Ref
3
P
M
MBE‐REQ7
This simple pass provides alias and mod/ref information for global values that do not have their address
taken, and keeps track of whether functions read or write memory (are "pure"). For this simple (but very
common) case, we can provide pretty accurate and useful information.
Instruction Count
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass collects the count of all instructions and reports them.
Lazy Call Graph
Lazy Call Graph Analysis.

2

I

M

MBE‐REQ7

Lazy Value Info

3

I

F

MBE‐REQ7
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This pass defines lazy computation of value constraint information.
Lint
3
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass statically checks for common and easily identified constructs which produce undefined or likely
unintended behavior in LLVM IR.
Liveness Analysis
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass identifies live values in the LLVM‐IR using a data glow approach.
Loop Access Analysis
3
CP
F
MBE‐REQ7
The implementation for the loop memory dependence that was originally developed for the loop vectorizer.
Loop Info
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass identifies natural loops and determines the loop depth of various nodes of the CFG. Note that the
loops identified may actually be several natural loops that share the same header node... not just a single
natural loop.
Memory Dependence Analysis 3
CP
F
MBE‐REQ7
This file implements an analysis that determines, for a given memory operation, what preceding memory
operations it depends on. It builds on alias analysis information, and tries to provide a lazy, caching interface
to a common kind of alias information query.
Post Dominator Tree
2
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass implements the post‐dominator construction algorithms.
Scalar Evolution Alias Analysis 3
I
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass implements a simple alias analysis implemented in terms of Scalar Evolution queries. This differs
from traditional loop dependence analysis in that it tests for dependencies within a single iteration of a loop,
rather than dependencies between different iterations. Scalar Evolution has a more complete understanding
of pointer arithmetic than Basic Alias Analysis’ collection of ad‐hoc analyses.
Scalar Evolution
3
CP
F
MBE‐REQ7
The Scalar Evolution pass can be used to analyze and categorize scalar expressions in loops. It specializes in
recognizing general induction variables, representing them with the abstract and opaque SCEV class. Given
this analysis, trip counts of loops and other important properties can be obtained.
Scoped No‐Alias AA
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass defines the Scoped No‐Alias Alias‐Analysis, which implements metadata‐based scoped no‐alias
support.
Stack Size Approximation
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7, MBE‐REQ5, MBE‐REQ6
This pass provides an estimation of the stack size required by a function.
Type‐Based Alias Analysis
3
C
F
MBE‐REQ7
This pass implements metadata‐based Type‐Based Alias Analysis. In LLVM IR, memory does not have types,
so LLVM’s own type system is not suitable for doing TBAA. Instead, metadata is added to the IR to describe a
type system of a higher level language. This can be used to implement typical C/C++ TBAA, but it can also be
used to implement custom alias analysis behavior for other languages.
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1.2.5 The Runtime Autotuning/Adaptivity Framework
The ANTAREX ambitions in the field of runtime methodologies for HPC systems are related to the
management of system adaptivity. This is a key issue in HPC systems, where the system needs to
react promptly to changing workloads and events, without affecting too much its extra-functional
characteristics, such as energy and thermal features.
ANTAREX will solve these challenging problems by introducing a disruptive holistic approach
spanning all the decision layers composing the supercomputer software stack. The ANTAREX
approach is based on:
1. Expanding the energy/performance control capabilities by introducing novel software control
knobs (i.e. software reconfigurability and adaptability);
2. Designing scalable and hierarchical optimal control-loops capable of dynamically leveraging
the control knobs together with classical performance/energy control knobs (job dispatching,
resource management and Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling) at different time scale
(compile time, deployment time and runtime);
3. Monitoring the HW supercomputing evolution as well as the application status and
requirements and bringing this information to the energy/performance-aware software stack.
This approach will allow to always operating the supercomputer and each application at the best
energy-efficient and thermally-safe point.

Figure 1.22: ANTAREX Runtime Architecture

Figure 1.22 shows the ANTAREX runtime architecture. The ANTAREX architecture operates at
several levels: at compile time, the offline compiler is used by the different users for creating the
application binaries, which are then allocated by the job scheduler in the resources at deploy time. In
this phase, the online compiler (if needed) applies the transformations to the application code to match
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the final HW peculiarities. At run-time, the ANTAREX tool is composed of the following
components:
•

Monitoring Agents: Each agent periodically monitors the HW resource state and provides
the measurements to the Collector. There is a monitoring agent in each HW node.

•

Power Manager: This agent tunes the node HW performance and power state accordingly
to the target performance goal and ensures a safe working temperature. The current HW state
and the application requirements are taken from the collector.

•

Collector: The collector serves as an information broker and filter. There is at least one
collector per application and it behaves by collecting the information from the HW
component, which are used by a specific application as well as the application state coming
from the application monitor. This information is then routed to the different decision
components (Autotuner and Power Manager).

•

Monitoring Framework: The application monitors receive some events from the application
and the decision of the autotuner as well as from the HW monitors through the collectors.
With this information, it creates high-level metrics used by the autotuner for taking the
required actions.

•

Autotuner: The autotuner based on the current application and HW state and target
objectives, read from the application monitor applies transformations to the application state
with the goal of optimizing the target objectives. The autotuner interacts with the HW
propagating its decision to the application monitor into the collector.

Application-level Autotuning Framework
This ANTAREX Autotuning/Adaptivity infrastructure is responsible for tuning the application at
runtime considering target power/energy/performance/QoS/SLA envelops. It will consider the tuning
of software knobs such as application parameters, multiple version of the same function, code
transformations, and customized precision options. We envision that this component starts with the
user-defined autotuning and dynamic adaptivity strategies and is capable to adjust/extend strategies
at runtime based on the workloads, system properties, and power/energy measurements.
Our goal is to provide a scalable framework to support the autotuning for HPC applications. The
proposed framework will fall in the area of grey-box approaches since it starts from non-domain
knowledge; it can be fed by code annotations to shrink the search space by focusing the autotuner on
a certain subspace. The framework will include a monitoring loop that will be used to monitor the
application and to trigger the application adaptation. The monitoring, together with application
properties/features, will represent the main support to the decision-making during the application
autotuning phase, since it will be used to conduct statistical analysis related to system performance
and other SLA aspects. Continuous online learning techniques will be adopted to update the
knowledge from the data collected by the monitors, enabling the possibility to autotune the system
always according to the more recent operating conditions. Machine learning techniques, such as
neural networks and decision trees, will be adopted in ANTAREX for the decision-making engine to
support the autotuning by predicting the most promising set of parameter settings.
The ANTAREX-DSL will be used to express code variants (i.e., different implementations of the
same computation), application parameters, in terms of discrete set of values to govern code
generation and execution of a single code variant, and architecture-agnostic programmer hint to
describe the program behaviour. Thus, the ANTAREX approach will export the application knobs
out of the box for being managed by the application autotuning framework.
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Overview
The application autotuning framework will be composed of two main modules that will be used to
implement the collect-analyse-decide-act loop derived by the autonomic computing concept: The
Application-level Monitoring Library and the Application-Specific Run-Time Manager. While the
Application-level Monitoring Library obviously represents the collect element, the ApplicationSpecific Run-Time Manager (AS-RTM) represents the analyse and decide elements. The act element
is directly represented by the application that is in charge of implementing the selected configuration.
The following sections explain in more details the workflow of this approach, with the specification
of each module.
Application-Level Monitoring Library
This module is in charge of observing at run-time the behaviour of the application and changes in the
execution environment, such as the actual power consumption of the node. A prerequisite for the selfoptimization property is that the application is self-aware. This means that the monitor library requires
to instrument the code under investigation by placing the monitoring probes (e.g. to define the start
and stop instant for a time measure).
The inputs of the Application-level Monitoring Library comes from:




Information directly available to the application; such as the execution time, the process CPU
usage or quality-related metrics;
High-level information provided by the monitoring framework through the collector;
Application requirements expressed as properties of the region of code under investigation
(e.g. its average execution time must be lower than 30s).

The outputs of the Application-level Monitoring Library are:



Statistics over the observed metric (i.e. the variance of the execution time)
The observed status, defined as the distance from the application requirements (i.e. the
relative error between the required execution time and the observed one).

Figure 1.23 shows the overview of the application-level monitoring library and will be used as
reference for the requirement description of each component:




Monitors. The monitors are the core of the application-level monitoring library. Each
monitor is in charge of observing a metric of interest and accumulating the most recent
observations, in order to compute statistical properties over them. The application-level
monitoring library will be designed to provide probes to sense the most common metrics that
might be of interest for application designer or to trigger run-time decisions. Some examples
are the throughput of the instrumented code, the information provided by the monitoring
infrastructure through the collector, the execution time of the instrumented code, the memory
used by the application, the system and process CPU usage or more low-level information
such as the hardware counter exposed through the PAPI (Performance API) interface.
However, the application-level monitoring library implementation will expose a simple
mechanism to define custom probes, to monitor ad-hoc metrics of the application, for instance
metrics related to the quality of the elaboration or data features.
Goals. Each Goal represents an application requirement that targets a statistical property of
a metric observed at run-time. The output of a Goal is the observed status of the application,
defined as the distance between the observed and the target value. The observed value is
derived by means of the application-level monitors.
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Figure 1.23 ‐ Overview of the Application‐level Monitoring Library

In Figure 1.23, it is also represented the collector described before within the overall picture of the
run-time framework. It is a proxy component used to collect metrics that are exposed to all system
components either at application-level or at platform/OS level. In particular, it will used by the
application-level monitoring library to make available to the application some metrics derived by the
platform/OS, or it is used as output component to optionally expose the observed metrics and the
observed status of the application.
To better clarify the requirements of the Application-level Monitoring Library, Figure 1.24 shows a
pseudo-code example on how to observe the behaviour of a do job (line 8) functionality and to check
if the observed metric respects the application requirement (the value should be lower than 3 in the
example). The initialization phase (lines 3-4) defines a Monitor that observes the metric of interest
and it defines the Goal that checks if we reach the application requirement. The monitoring probes
sense the investigated functionality (lines 7 and 9) storing the observed value in the monitor internal
buffer, which may expose to the application statistical properties (line 10). Finally, the application
can also check if its requirements are satisfied by means of the Goal component (lines 11).

Figure 1.24 ‐ Pseudo‐code example on the usage of the application‐level monitors and goals
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Application Specific Run-Time Manager
This module is in charge of selecting the most suitable configuration of the application, according to
the application behaviour and the execution environment. Figure 1.25 shows the structure of the ASRTM (Application Specific Run-Time Manager).

Figure 1.25 ‐ Overview of the Application Specific Run‐Time Manager

The AS-RTM module represents the analyse and the decide element of the collect-analyse-decideact loop, thus it exploits the information obtained by the Application-Level Monitoring Library and
produces as output the most suitable configuration of the software-knobs for the application. The ASRTM module is composed of several components:







Application Model. The application model is used to predict and to estimate the performance
of the application with different configurations. The Application model takes as input the
input-features (if any) of the data to be processed and the investigated configuration of the
software-knobs. The application model provides as output the predicted performance for all
the available configurations, defining the Operating Point list. Each Operating Point assigns
the predicted performance to the target configuration of the software-knobs.
Updater. The updater exploits new runtime information to update the Application Model, to
dynamically adapt to the most recent conditions or to learn the relation between input
features/parameter configuration and the metrics.
Constraints management component. The constraints represent the application
requirements that need to be respected by the selected configuration of the application. They
involve both observed and profiled metrics or parameter values. The Constraints management
component relies on the Application Model and provides as output all the valid Operating
Points. An Operating Point is valid if it satisfies all the application requirements. If there are
no valid Operating Points, the constraints management component provides the closer one to
the application requirements.
Rank component. The rank component is composed of a function that assigns to each valid
Operating Point a value that represents the “goodness” of that configuration according to the
application designer. Between the valid Operating Points, the AS-RTM selects the best one,
using the rank definition, i.e. “minimize the power consumption” selects, between all the
valid Operating Points, the one that leads the application to consume less power.

The output of the AS-RTM is then made available to the application and to the collector that is
optionally used to export the configuration selected together with its predicted performance.
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To better clarify the effort of integrating the AS-RTM in an existing application, Figure 1.26 extends
the previous example, showing how it is possible to dynamically autotune the elaboration “do job”
(line 14). In this example, we highlight the influence of the software-knobs and their selection. The
main difference with respect to having only the monitors and goals declaration is in the initialization
phase (lines 6-9); where the application creates the Application Model (line 6), it creates the AS-RTM
(line 7) and it defines the application requirements in terms on constraints and rank function (lines 89). In the main loop, it is required to retrieve the current configuration of the software-knobs selected
by the AS-RTM (line 12). The “do job” functionality implements any change with respect to the
previous configuration of the software-knobs.

Figure 1.26 – Pseudo code example of the usage of the AS‐RTM and related components

Application Integration
Given that the autotuner framework needs to be included in the application, its integration effort
represents a key issue. We envisioned three approaches for the application integration:
1. The first approach relies on the plain API of both the application-level monitoring library and
application-specific run-time manager. A simple example of this approach has been shown
in Figure 1.26, where all the calls have been directly included in the code by the application
developer. The advantage is that, in this way, it is possible to reach the maximum flexibility
in the usage of the framework. However it requires a development effort at the application
development level and it makes the application less portable;
2. The second approach relies on simple macros to be included in the code that are automatically
expanded at compile-time. The intrusiveness in the application is thus reduced. However, in
this way, the framework usage is less flexible than a manual integration done by the
application designer based on the framework API. Another advantage of this approach
consists of the portability and retargetability of the code, since the macros are automatically
generated by XML files describing the required Application-level Monitoring Infrastructure
and Application Specific Run-Time Manager components. This technique exploits the
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concept of separation of concerns between the application functionality and the adaptivity
layer (as shown in Figure 1.27).
3. Finally, the third approach considers the possibility to create an intermediate solution
between the previous two approaches by using the ANTAREX DSL to instrument the code
and to generate the extra-functional information, thus merging the advantages of both.

Figure 1.27 ‐ Example of the concept of separation of concerns between application functionality
and adaptivity layer expressed in XML

Autotuning Framework Interface
The autotuner framework is tightly coupled with the application, since it is in charge of automatically
tune its software-knobs, and it might interact with external tools, such as the monitoring framework
or the runtime resource management framework, through the collector.

Figure 1.28 ‐ Interface between the autotuning framework, the application and the collector

Given the description of the specification of each module of the autotuning framework described in
the previous sections, Figure 1.28 specifies the interface towards the two external elements that
interact with the autotuning framework: the Application and the Collector.
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To highlight the interactions, we have explicitly considered two instances of an application-level
monitor: the Energy Monitor, which obtains the measure from the monitoring framework through the
Collector, and the Time Monitor, which measures the metric directly from the platform.
The specifications of the interfaces of the Application-level Monitoring Library and the AS-RTM are
described in Table 1-XII and Table 1-XIII respectively.
Table 1‐XII Specifications of the Application‐level Monitoring Library Interfaces
init(metric,node_list)

To notify to the collector the metric of interest for the application running
on the nodes allocated to the application.

start()/stop()/get()

To start/stop/get a measure of a metric from the Energy Monitor to the
Collector.

(from Monitor to Collector)

start()/stop()
(from Application to Monitor)

To start/stop a measure of a metric from the application through the
instrumentation probes of the monitor.

push(new_value)

Given that the framework is agnostic on the procedure used to gather the
data, this function is used to provide to the application‐level monitor
library the new value.

create_monitor(…)

To create an application‐level monitor suitable to observe the metric of
interest. The framework must offer a simple mechanism to observe a
custom metric (i.e. to observe a quality‐related metric)

create_goal(condition)

To represent an application requirement defined by the condition that
targets a statistical property computed by an application‐level monitor.

get_error()

To get the error between the observed value and the goal.

satisfied()

To check whether or not the goal of interest is achieved.

get_value()

To get the value of the statistical of interest computed by the application‐
level monitor.

set_goal_value(new_value)

To update the target value of a goal

update(application_previo
us_status)

To update the values of application performance to an external actor (i.e.
the monitoring framework)
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Table 1‐XIII Specifications of Application‐Specific Run‐Time Manger Interfaces
create_application_model()

To create the application model that embeds the
application behaviour, to support the decision algorithm.

create_asrtm(application_model)

To create and to initialize the AS‐RTM module according to
the desired application model

add_constraint(goal,priority)

To create and to insert in the AS‐RTM module a new
constraint on a metric observed at runtime (on a given
priority value).

add_constraint(metric,condition,priority)

To create and to insert in the AS‐RTM module a new
constraint on a metric which is not observed at runtime,
thus it must be known at design‐time

remove_constraint(priority)

To dynamically remove a constraint from the AS‐RTM
module; the constraint is identified by its priority value

set_rank(objective_function)

To define the utility function that must be
maximized/minimized according to the application
requirements

get_parameters()

Used by the application to get the most suitable
configuration of the parameters from the AS‐RTM.

update(application_next_status)

To provide to an external component the expected
application performance. For instance, it might help the
power manager.

Performance Model Generation
In order to make predictions of the performance provided by the application, the Application Model
relies on a list of Operating Points, i.e. a mapping between the configurations of the software-knob
values and the performance of interest that these configurations will provide. An advantage of such
approach is that the Application Model component can ignore how this mapping is computed. For
instance, it may be the result of an extensive offline campaign of measurements of the performance
obtained with several configurations, but the huge dimension of the resulting space of the possible
configurations is the main hindrance to the feasibility of such solution.
A promising and more efficient alternative is to resort to a performance model of the application. In
such a case, the application behaviour is described in term of a specific language, then such model
can be analysed, according to the chosen predictive technique, to forecast the performance. Examples
of such formal languages are state-automata enriched with time and probabilistic information, in case
of stochastic techniques, or multi-layer networks with feedback in case of machine learning based on
neural networks.
Independently on the chosen formal language, the generation of the performance model is completely
integrated in the flow of the ANTAREX architecture (shown in Figure 1.22). In particular, the model
generation is composed of two steps:
1. At compile time, a preliminary description of the application, called Code Model, is generated
by the Model Builder component, starting from the application code enriched with
annotations specific of the chosen predictive technique. In this phase, the characteristics of
the machine on which the application will be deployed are still unknown.
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2. Then at deploy time, the Code Model is composed of the Model Composer with the HW
Model, which describes the behaviour of the system in which the application will run. As a
result, a complete Performance Model is generated.
The approach is summarised in Figure 1.29, where block arrows represent read/write operations on
the models, whereas thin arrows are interactions between components.
After the performance model generation, in particular during the Run-time phase, the Autotuner
component interacts with the Application Model by sending two types of requests: predictions and
updates on the Operating Points list. The prediction requests are forwarded by the Application Model
to the Performance Model Manager, which analyses the specific model and computes the predictions
which come back to the Application Model. The update requests, with the new acquired information
originating from the monitoring system, help to improve the performance estimations, but it might
also require some changes in the performance model. Even in this case the requests are forwarded to
the Performance Model Manager that updates the model.
Following this approach, only three components (namely the Model Builder, the Model Composer
and the Performance Model Manager) are specific for the chosen predictive technique. The
introduction of new techniques in the framework requires just the development of these three
components, thus increasing the flexibility of the ANTAREX framework.

Figure 1.29 ‐ Performance Model Generation
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To conclude, the specifications of the Autotuning Framework are summarised in Table 1‐XIV
Table 1‐XIV Specifications of the Autotuning Framework
Component Name

Requirements

Monitors
ATU‐REQ1, ATU‐REQ5, ATU‐REQ6
The Monitors observe metrics exposed directly be the system (i.e. the application CPU usage), by the
application (i.e. quality‐related metrics) and the monitoring framework.
The Monitors also provide to the AS‐RTM module a common interface to expose statistical information
computed from the observed data.
Goals
ATU‐REQ5
The Goals represent the application requirements over metrics that are observed at runtime by a Monitor.
The requirements on a given metric may target different statistical properties.
Application Model

ATU‐REQ2, ATU‐REQ3,AM‐REQ1,AM‐REQ2,AM‐
REQ4, AMREQ5,AM‐REQ6
The application model embeds the behavior of the controlled portion of code. It shall be aware of features
of the input that affects the metric of interest (if any).
Moreover, it exposes an interface to give to the application, to the DSL language change and to the Updater,
a mechanism to update the Operating Points at runtime.
Updater
ATU‐REQ2, ATU‐REQ3, ATU‐REQ4,AM‐REQ3
This element updates the Application Model and the list of Operating Points according to the information
provided by the Monitors (and thus by the monitoring framework as well).
Constraints management
ATU‐REQ2, ATU‐REQ5
component
The constraints represent the entire application requirements that target both, metrics observed at runtime
or metrics known only at compile time.
This component is in charge of finding all the Operating Points that satisfy the application requirements. In
the case that there are no Operating Points that satisfy the application requirements, this component must
find the one closer to the validity region.
Rank component
ATU‐REQ2, ATU‐REQ5
This component is in charge of finding, between the valid Operating Points, the one that maximize an utility
function defined by the application requirements (i.e. the one that minimize the energy consumption).
AS‐RTM
ATU‐REQ3, ATU‐REQ7
This module should contain all the components of the framework that select the most suitable configuration
and provide to the application and to the collector a simple and effective interface to define the application
requirements, to define the list of Operating Points and to retrieve the selected configuration.
These functionalities must be used directly by the application or by DSL language.
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1.2.6 Runtime Power Management Framework
Today’s run-time systems in use on computing nodes do not exploit application specific features for
power management as they are lacking the support for directly inserting energy and performance
metrics as well as physical system information and constraints in the internal policy. ANTAREX will
overcome this limitation by bringing in the run-time manager the information flow related to the
energy/thermal-efficiency and the resource dependability concept. ANTAREX will make the runtime manager aware of the underlying hardware.
To pursue this goal, a distributed solution is proposed, where a set of run-time resource managers
running in each node will receive feedback from the application running on the specific nodes and
coordinate the power management decisions with the goal of preserving a safe working condition
while maximizing performance metrics and minimizing cooling effort. The controllers will select the
operating conditions exploiting predictive models.
In conclusion, in the ANTAREX project, we will deploy a scalable hierarchical energy/thermal
management infrastructure, capable of finding at the same time the optimal application and
supercomputer operating point, while ensuring safe working temperature.

Figure 1.30 ‐ The Runtime Power Manager

The runtime power manager (PM) (as shown in Figure 1.30) has the following features:
1. It receives as input the workload characteristics (priorities for each application tasks allocated to
the specific node) as well as the current cores temperatures. These values are extracted from the
collector (C) and from the monitor (M).
2. It contains internally a power model and a thermal model of the node where it is running.
3. It periodically solves an optimization problem to find the best application process to core
allocation and core frequency, which maximizes performance while ensuring a safe working
temperature (defined as a maximum temperature constraint).
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4. It changes the process to core affinity and the cores frequency accordingly to the optimization
results.
Table 1-XV summarizes the specifications of the Power Manager.
Table 1‐XV Specifications of the Power Manager
Specification ID

Description

Requirement

PM1

The PM runs on each computing node.

MNG REQ1

PM2

The PM controls the frequency of the cores through the OS
Governor interface to access to machine specific registers.

MNG REQ5

PM3

The PM controls the allocation of the application processes on
the node cores by setting the core affinity

MNG REQ4

PM4

The PM ensures a safe working temperature and minimizes the
cooling effort. The power manager needs to periodically read
the nodes/CPU temperature from hardware sensors. Based on
that, it selects the optimal power management knobs.

MNG REQ3

PM5

The PM predicts the thermal evolution and compute the optimal
power management selection for the different components fast
enough to capture the node thermal evolution.

MNG2 REQ2
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1.2.7 Monitoring Framework
Runtime adaptation and decision strategies cannot be easily applied without a proper monitoring
infrastructure to handle the huge amount of data coming from a fine grain monitoring of the
supercomputer performance counters and events. The scalability of the monitoring infrastructure is
guaranteed by data structures and data flow patterns tailored for big-data. Such data collection will
enable accurate model learning, as well as context-aware actions to be taken by the different
controllers. The efficient communication ensured by the MQTT (MQ Telemetry Transport)
communication protocol used as back-end will enable the creation of aggregated metrics at
application level, while at the low-level it enables faster control loop on local fine grain information
as well as to promptly react to application events.

Figure 1.31 ‐ The Hardware Monitoring Framework

The Hardware Monitoring (HM) framework (as shown in Figure 1.31) is composed of the following
modules:
1. A set of Monitoring Agents (M) running in each node and capable of accessing the HW
performance counters to extract on-line architectural metrics as well as energy and
temperature of the different cores and processing elements. These values are sent by a
lightweight and scalable protocol namely MQTT to a data broker.
2. The Broker organizes the information flowing from the Monitoring Agents to interested
agents in topic & subscribers. Information topics are composed of several fields containing
the node identifier, the resource identifier and the metric/counter considered. The Broker acts
by forwarding each message sent by the monitors to the list of subscribers registered to a
given topic.
3. The Collector creates an asynchronous boundary in between the broker and the application
layer. While the broker forwards the messages to the listing subscribers at the rate at which
the monitor produces the measurements, the application is interested to aggregated metrics
per application (i.e. energy) measured from a starting to an ending event. For doing so, the
Collector metric exposes the following methods:
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a. Init(metric,node_list) The init method initializes in the collector a subcomponent
which is configured to listen the topic sent by the node_list on the metric topic.
b. Start() The start method starts the integration of the received topic sent by the
node_list on the metric topic.
c. End() The end method stops the integration of the received topic sent by the node_list
on the metric topic.
d. Get() The get method provides the measured integrated value to the application
autotuner.
Table 1‐XVI Specifications for the Hardware Monitoring (HM) Framework
Specification ID

Description

Requirement

HM1

The HM runs on each computing node. Being decentralized and
scalable

API REQ1

HM2

The HM periodically samples the internal HW performance
counters to collect the HW state. This includes performance
event, energy and temperature values as well as the time instant
in which the values are taken.

API REQ2

HM3

The PM periodically sends values to the collectors and PM by
using a scalable and low overhead communication protocols
based on topic and subscriber communication.

API REQ3

HM4

The Monitoring framework interfaces with external software
components to retrieve the information sampled by the HW
monitoring framework and aggregate them for being queried by
the application monitors.

API REQ4
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2 Requirements of holistic approach, language, APIs, tools
(Updated version of D1.1 Requirements)
For making this deliverable self-contained, in this Section, we present the requirements of the
ANTAREX project regarding the approach, domain-specific language, APIs and tools as described
in D1.1 Requirements (Public Version) including some updates and a new Table 1.12 related to
the application model. The requirements are grouped in the following tables:













Table 1.1
Table 1.2
Table 1.3
Table 1.4
Table 1.5
Table 1.6
Table 1.7
Table 1.8
Table 1.9
Table 1.10
Table 1.11
Table 1.12

Generic Requirements
DSL Requirements
DSL Compiler Requirements
DSL Weaver Requirements
Source to Source Compiler (S2S) Requirements
Compiler Middle/Back End Requirements
Split Compilation Requirements
Power Management Requirements (UPDATED)
Monitoring Framework Requirements (UPDATED)
Autotuning Requirements
Experimental Platform Requirements
Application Model Requirements (NEW)
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Table 1.1: Generic Requirements

GEN REQ1 ANTAREX shall use open standards and tools
whenever they exist and are suitable.

Must have

GEN REQ2 The ANTAREX approach shall support logging
and tracing of runtime adaptability decisions
and operating modes.
GEN REQ3 The ANTAREX approach shall allow runtime
estimation of resource usage/consumption.
GEN REQ4 The ANTAREX framework should support the
performance analysis to evaluate the
scalability
GEN REQ5 The ANTAREX framework should support the
projection analysis towards Exascale

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Language/Com
piler/Tool/API/
Methodology
Language/API

Must have

Methodology

D1.3/MS2

Should have

Methodology

D1.3/MS2

Should have

Methodology

D1.3/MS2

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Language

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Language

D2.1/MS3

Language

This is not the main
focus of ANTAREX
D2.1/MS3
D2.1/MS3
D2.5/MS5
D2.1/MS3
D2.4/MS5
D2.1/MS3

REQ REQ
ID
No

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Khronos OpenCL,
LARA, LLVM, C, C++.
D1.3/MS2

Table 1.2: DSL Requirements
REQ REQ
ID
No

DSL

REQ1

DSL

REQ2

DSL

REQ3

DSL

REQ4

DSL

REQ5

DSL

REQ6

DSL

REQ7

DSL

REQ8

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

The ANTAREX DSL shall support an aspect‐
Must have
oriented modelling approach.
The ANTAREX DSL shall be based on a
Must have
separation of concerns approach.
The ANTAREX DSL shall support the modelling Could have
of functional requirements (e.g. constraints).
The ANTAREX DSL shall support the modelling
of extra‐functional requirements.
The ANTAREX DSL shall support the definition
of autotuning strategies.
The ANTAREX DSL shall be based on an
extended version of the LARA language.
The DSL shall support the specification of
strategies using alternative algorithms with
different performance/power/energy/QoS
characteristics.
The DSL shall support the expression of
different types of parallel paradigms

D2.1/MS3

Must have

Language

Must have

Language.

Must have

Language.

Must have

Language
(related to S2S
Compiler)

D2.1/MS3
D2.5/MS5

Should have

Language
(related to S2S
Compiler)

Parallel
programming
paradigms such as
such as OpenMP,
MPI, OpenCL.
D2.2/MS4
D2.3/MS4
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Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

The DSL shall express what is the level of
customized accuracy

Must have

DSL

REQ9

DSL

REQ10 The DSL shall express the adaptivity
conditions to apply runtime changes

Must have

DSL

REQ11 The DSL shall allow to specify code locations
where an operating mode switch is possible
REQ12 The DSL shall allow to describe what data
must be saved before the operating mode
switch
REQ13 The DSL shall express compilation strategies
(e.g., phase ordering) to be applied by the
Compiler Back‐End
REQ14 The DSL shall allow the programming of DSE
(Design‐Space Exploration) strategies to be
applied to the ANTAREX toolflow
REQ15 The DSL shall allow to express code
instrumentation strategies
REQ16 The DSL shall allow to control code
transformations/refactoring
REQ17 The DSL shall allow to specify static and
dynamic “apply” actions.
REQ18 The DSL shall be generic to deal with other
target languages

Must have

REQ19 The DSL shall be configurable to deal with
other target languages.

DSL

DSL

DSL

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

DSL

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Language
(related to S2S
Compiler)
Language/S2S
Compiler

Language/S2S
Compiler
Language/S2S
Compiler

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

D2.5/MS5

Conditions might
include thermal
conditions,
performance of the
memory hierarchy,
IPC...)
D2.5/MS5
D2.4/MS5
D2.4/MS5

Must have

Language/Com D2.3/MS4
piler back‐end

Must have

Language/Tool
/Methodology

D2.3/MS4

Must have

D2.3/MS4

Must have

Language/S2S
Compiler
Language/S2S
Compiler
Language

Could have

Language

Could have

Language

Must have

D2.3/MS4
D2.1/MS3
D2.4/MS5
Other target
languages besides
C/C++ (e.g., Java,
MATLAB).
D2.1/MS3
Other target
languages besides
C/C++ (e.g., Java,
MATLAB).
D2.1/MS3
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Table 1.3: DSL Compiler Requirements
Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Compiler

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Compiler

The generated
C/C++ code will be
added to the
application code.
D2.2/MS4
D2.4/MS5
The C/C++ code will
be added to the
application code.
D2.2/MS4
D2.4/MS5
Other target
languages besides
C/C++ (e.g., Java,
MATLAB).
D2.2/MS4
D2.3/MS4

REQ
ID

REQ
No

CMP

REQ1

CMP

REQ2

CMP

REQ3

The DSL compiler shall weave the C/C++
code specified in static “insert” actions
expressed in DSL aspects.

Must have

Compiler

CMP

REQ4

The DSL compiler shall be flexible to deal
with other target languages.

Could have

Compiler

The DSL compiler shall process the DSL code Must have
and generate an intermediate
representation for the weavers.
The DSL compiler shall generate C/C++ code Must have
from dynamic actions expressed in DSL
aspects.

D2.2/MS4

Table 1.4: DSL Weaver Requirements
Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

REQ1

The DSL weaver shall process the DSL
intermediate representation.

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Compiler/S2S

REQ2

The DSL weaver shall interact with the
source‐to‐source compiler.

Must have

Compiler/S2S

REQ
ID

REQ
No

WVR

WVR

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

This requires an
interaction to the
compiler integrating
the weaver.
D2.2/MS4
This requires an
interaction to the
compiler integrating
the weaver.
D2.2/MS4
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Table 1.5: Source‐to‐Source (S2S) Requirements
Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Compiler/S2S

The S2S compiler shall be able to process
C/C++ input code and to generate C/C++
code.
The S2S compiler shall be able to
refactor/transform the input C/C++ code.
The S2S compiler shall be able to partition
the input source code and to include
synchronization/communication primitives.
The S2S compiler shall be able to instrument
the code based on DSL strategies.
The S2S compiler shall be able to insert
monitoring and adaptability points.
The S2S compiler shall be able to perform
loop transformations (e.g. loop tiling, loop
unrolling, loop interchange, unroll and jam,
loop splitting, loop fusion).
The S2S compiler shall be able to perform
data partitioning.

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

D2.2/MS4

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

D2.2/MS4

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

D2.2/MS4

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

D2.2/MS4
D2.4/MS5
D2.2/MS4

Should have

Compiler/ S2S

REQ8

The S2S compiler shall be able to generate
and integrate multiple versions of the same
function.

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

S2S

REQ9

The code
refactoring/transformations/partitioning
performed by the S2S compiler shall be
controlled by the DSL.

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

S2S

REQ10 The S2S compiler shall be able to generate
C/OpenCL code from a target subset of
C/C++ code.

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

S2S

REQ11 The C/OpenCL code generation shall be
controlled by the DSL.

Must have

Compiler/ S2S

REQ
ID

REQ
No

S2S

REQ1

S2S

REQ2

S2S

REQ3

S2S

REQ4

S2S

REQ5

S2S

REQ6

S2S

REQ7

S2S

D2.2/MS4

Partitioning data
structures such as
arrays.
D2.2/MS4
The multiple versions
are then
orchestrated by
strategies or by
autotuning schemes.
D2.3/MS4
DSL strategies will
control and guide the
source to source
compiler.
D2.2/MS4
D2.3/MS4
A translation from
C/C++ to OpenCL
(guided by the DSL).
D2.4/MS4, MS5
D2.4/ MS4, MS5
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Table 1.6: Compiler Middle/Back End Requirements
Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

REQ1

The compiler shall be able to apply
various optimizations that adjust the
workload to the current hardware, and
available resources.

Must have

MBE

REQ2

Should have

MBE

REQ3

The compiler shall be able to apply
additional optimizations specialized for
the OpenCL C language and OpenCL API
(e.g., work item coalescing).
The compiler shall be able to apply
additional optimizations specialized for
individual platforms.

MBE

REQ4

MBE

REQ5

MBE

REQ6

MBE

REQ7

REQ
ID

REQ
No

MBE

Could have

The compiler shall be able to expose the Must have
optimizations provided as result of REQ1,
to enable external tools to control the
ordering and parametrization of the
transformations.
The compiler should be able to compute Must have
as soon as possible in the compilation
toolchain useful information for selecting
the best target platform for each
application kernel.

The compiler should be able to expose to Must have
external tools the information related to
REQ5
The compiler should be able to expose to Should have
external tools additional information
from its internal analysis passes

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Language/Com
piler Back‐End

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Set of optimizations will
be specified in D1.3
Resources include
bandwidth, co‐running
processes.
Transformations include
loop tiling, vectorization
for various SSE/AVX
families.
Language/Com Set of optimizations will
piler Back‐End be specified in D1.3

Language/Com Set of optimizations will
piler Back‐End be specified in D1.3.
Possible specific
optimization include
memory transfer
optimization
Language/Com Fine‐grained compiler
piler Back‐End control API/option set
will be specified in D1.3.

Language/Com Set of computed
piler Back‐End information will be
specified in D1.3.
Useful information
includes kernel stack
size, number of work
items per work group,
control flow divergence.
Language/Com API/data formats to
piler Back‐End access the information
will be specified in D1.3.
Language/Com API/data formats to
piler Back‐End access the information
will be specified in D1.3.
Internal analysis passes
include register
pressure, ability to
exploit specific
instruction set
extensions, etc.
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No

MBE

REQ8

MBE

MBE

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

The compiler shall be able to support
computations in customized precision
(analysis and code generation).
REQ9 The compiler shall support the code
instrumentation strategies defined by
the DSL.
REQ10 The compilation flow shall allow the
application of automatic DSE strategies
for selection of compiler optimizations
and phase ordering.

D1.3 – V1.9

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have
Should have

Must have

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Language/Com
piler Back‐End

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Compiler

D2.3/MS4

Set of analyses/
optimizations specified
in D1.3.
Compiler Back‐ D2.3/MS4
End

Table 1.7: Split Compilation Requirements
REQ
ID

REQ
No

SLT

REQ1

SLT

REQ2

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

The compilation flow shall provide hooks Should have
to support split‐compilation. Hooks
include encode and embed a subset of
the DSL in the generated executable,
enabling dynamic code generation
(possibly code templates), and
recommended strategies.
The compiler shall support function
Should have
specialization.

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Compiler Back‐
End/toolchain

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Compiler Back‐
End

D2.3/MS4

D2.3/MS4

Table 1.8: Power Management Requirements (UPDATED)
REQ
ID

REQ
No

MNG

REQ1

MNG

REQ2

MNG

REQ3

MNG

REQ4

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Tool/
Methodology
Tool/
Methodology

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

The power manager should be scalable
and distributed.
The power manager should optimize
future nodes temperature evolution
based on the combination of internal
prediction and optimization libraries.
The power manager should access the
current temperature and other micro
architectural event of the cores
The power manager should be capable of
setting the process to core affinity

Must have

Must have

Tool/
Methodology

MS7, MS9

Must have

Tool/
Methodology

MS7, MS9

Should have

MS7, MS9
MS7, MS9
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Table 1.9: Monitoring Framework Requirements (UPDATED)
REQ REQ
ID
No

API

REQ1

API

REQ2

API

REQ3

API

REQ4

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Tool,
Methodology

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

The ANTAREX Monitoring framework shall
allow access to the HW performance
counters with fine granularity and low
overhead.
ANTAREX Monitoring framework should
periodically sample the micro‐architectural
events, energy and temperature of each core
The ANTAREX Monitoring framework shall
allow integration / correlation of the
measurements from different nodes
The ANTAREX monitoring framework should
define APIs to be used at application level to
obtain metrics aggregated per application.

Must have

Must have

Tool,
Methodology

MS7, MS9

Must have

Tool,
Methodology

MS7, MS9

Must have

Tool,
Methodology

MS7, MS9

MS7, MS9
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Table 1.10: Autotuning Requirements
Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

ATU REQ1

The autotuning framework should adapt
depending on data coming from the
monitoring framework

Must have

ATU REQ2

The autotuning framework should manage
the software knobs exposed by the
application.
The autotuning framework should have
access to the application knobs

Must have

ATU REQ4

The autotuning framework should
autonomously select the optimal application
configuration (software knobs)

Must have

ATU REQ5

The autotuning framework should change the Must have
software knobs only considering stateless
application conditions or considering
conditions where an explicit checkpoint
function is coded by means of the DSL
The monitoring framework should expose
Must have
information capable to drive the application
adaptivity

REQ REQ
ID
No

ATU REQ3

ATU REQ6

ATU REQ7

The DSL shall provide operating points and
mechanisms for the runtime selection of the
most appropriate operating point.

Must have

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Tool/Methodo
logy

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

The application
adaptation should be
triggered by changes in
the execution scenario
identified by the
monitors
D1.3/MS2
D3.2, MS6
Tool/Methodo D1.3/MS2
logy
D3.2, MS6
Tool/Methodo The access should be
logy/Compiler provided by means of the
DSL or by the application
itself
D1.3/MS2
D2.1, MS3
Tool/Methodo The adaptation should be
logy
triggered automatically
and not by hand
D1.3/MS2
D3.2, MS6
Tool/Methodo D1.3/MS2
logy
D3.2, MS6

Tool/Methodo Information about the
logy
execution needed for
triggering the adaptivity
D1.3/MS2
D3.1, MS7
Language/
D1.3/MS2
Compiler/Tool D2.1, MS3
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Table 1.11: Experimental Platform Requirements 1
REQ REQ
ID
No

Requirement
Short description of the requirement

Priority
Must have/
Should have/
Could have

EXP

REQ1

The experimental platform must support an
Intel Xeon Phi board

Must have

EXP

REQ2

Should have

EXP

REQ3

EXP

REQ4

EXP

REQ4

The experimental platform must be endowed
with sufficient memory to support double
buffering in memory transfer to/from the
Xeon Phi accelerator
The experimental platform should support a
GPGPU accelerator (min 1.5 KW PSU,
compatible motherboard)
The experimental platform should support a
measurement system for blade‐level energy
consumption
The experimental platform must be
compatible with both rack‐mounted and
server/tower form factors

EXP

REQ5

The experimental platform must be
representative of a typical HPC system node

Must have

Should have

Could have

Should have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Experimental
hardware
setup
Experimental
hardware
setup
Experimental
hardware
setup
Experimental
hardware
setup
Experimental
hardware
setup
Experimental
hardware
setup

Comments
Short comments &
links to DEL/MS

Minimum 1KW Power
Supply Unit (PSU)
D1.3/MS2
Minimum 64 GB RAM
D1.3/MS2

Minimum 1.5 KW PSU
D1.3/MS2
Hot‐swappable PSU
D1.3/MS2
Motherboard form
factor must be taken
into account
D1.3/MS2
At least a dual‐socket
Xeon must be included
D1.3/MS2

1

In order to support an early experimentation phase, a heterogeneous experimental platform based on Xeon Phi
architecture will be adopted by the academic partners before deployment on the HPC systems.
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Table 1.12: Application Model Requirements (NEW)

REQ ID REQ No

AM

REQ1

AM

REQ2

AM

REQ3

AM

REQ4

AM

REQ5

AM

REQ6

AM

REQ 7

Requirement
Priority
Short description of the requirement Must have/
Should have/
Could have
The application model shall allow to
forecast performance measures, like
throughput and response time,
globally or in specific part of the
application code.
The application model shall allow to
forecast energetic measures like
power and energy consumption.
At run‐time the application model
shall be updatable according to the
information provided by the monitor.
The application model shall be
independent on the predictive
technique used in forecasting the
performance
The application model shall provide
separate models for the application
and the system in which it is
deployed.

Must have

Applicability
Language/
Compiler/
Tool/API/
Methodology
Methodology

Comments
Short comments

Must have

Methodology

D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6

Must have

Methodology

D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6

Should have

Language/
Methodology

D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6

Should have

Language/
Methodology

The application model shall support
at design time sensitivity analysis to
identify the subset of input features
with greatest impact on the
interested measures allowing to
reduce the explored space.
The application model shall support
at least two types of
workload/operations: CPU‐bound
and IO‐bound.

Could have

Methodology

The language of the
application model
should support
model composition
D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6
D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6

Could have

Language/
Methodology

D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6

Typically these two
types have different
power/energy
behavior
D1.3/MS2
D3.2,MS6
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3 Appendix A – LARA Examples
This section presents additional LARA examples, mainly concerned with code insertion. The example
in Figure 1.3 builds on the aspects presented in Figure 1.6 and add the ability to control the
constraints based on a fixed condition. Weaving the original application, in Figure 1.3, with this
strategy, we would obtain the output code in Figure 1.7.
aspectdef MonitorFunction
input funcName end
call
call
call
call
call

PrepareCaller(funcName);
PrepareCall(funcName);
InsertConditions(funcName);
MonitorStart(funcName);
MonitorEnd(funcName);

end
aspectdef PrepareCaller
input funcName end
f1: select function.call{funcName} end
f2: select function.first_stmt end
apply to f1::f2
insert before 'monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();';
insert before 'goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value < 3);';
insert before 'application_model_t my_application_model =
my_manager.get_parameters();';
insert before 'asrtm_t my_manager =
create_asrtm(my_application_model);';
insert before 'my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);';
insert before 'my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "power_consumption")';
end
end
aspectdef PrepareCall
input funcName end
select function.call{funcName} end
apply
AddArgument('my_configuration');
end
end
aspectdef InsertConditions
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert before
%{
if(/* condition */)
{
my_manager.add_constraint("param1" > 10);
my_manager.add_constraint("param1" < 40);
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}
}%;
end
end
aspectdef MonitorStart
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert before 'application_knobs_t my_configuration =
my_manager.get_parameters();';
insert before 'my_monitor.start();';
end
end
aspectdef MonitorEnd
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert after 'my_monitor.end();';
insert after 'cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;';
insert after
%{
if (my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << "Goal Reached" << endl;
else
cout << "Goal NOT Reached" << endl;
}%;
end

end
Figure 3.1‐LARA aspects to insert code specifying conditional constraints.
int main(){
monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();
goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value < 3);
application_model_t my_application_model =
create_application_model();
asrtm_t my_manager = create_asrtm(my_application_model);
my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);
my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "power_consumption");
while(1){
if (/* condition */)
{
my_manager.add_constraint("param1" > 10);
my_manager.add_constraint("param1" < 40);
}
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application_knobs_t my_configuration =
my_manager.get_parameters();
my_monitor.start();
do_job(my_configuration);
my_monitor.stop();
cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;
if (my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << "Goal Reached" << endl;
else
cout << "Goal NOT Reached" << endl;
}
}
Figure 3.2‐Code resulting from weaving the original application with the aspect presented in the
previous figure.

Next, we have another example that insert code into the original application in order to implement
the conditional constraints with the concept of autotuner states. This can be seen in Figure 3.3. The
output resulting from applying this strategy to the original code is shown in Figure 3.4.
aspectdef MonitorFunction
input funcName end
call PrepareCaller(funcName);
call PrepareCall(funcName);
call InsertConditions(funcName);
call InsertStates(funcName);
call MonitorStart(funcName);
call MonitorEnd(funcName);
end
aspectdef PrepareCaller
input funcName end
f1: select function.call{funcName} end
f2: select function.first_stmt end
apply to f1::f2
insert before 'monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();';
insert before 'goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value < 3);';
insert before 'application_model_t my_application_model =
my_manager.get_parameters();';
insert before 'asrtm_t my_manager =
create_asrtm(my_application_model);';
end
end
aspectdef PrepareCall
input funcName end
select function.call{funcName} end
apply
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AddArgument('my_configuration');
end
end
aspectdef InsertStates
input funcName end
f1: select function.call{funcName} end
f2: select function.first_stmt end
apply to f1::f2
insert before
%{
// define the power saving state
my_manager.change_state("OnBattery");
my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);
my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "power_consumption");
// define the performance state
my_manager.change_state("UsingPowerSupply");
my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);
my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "execution_time");
// choose the initial state
my_manager.change_state("OnBattery");
}%;
end
end
aspectdef InsertConditions
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert before
%{
// manage the state
if(/* just attached to a power supply */)
{
my_manager.change_state("UsingPowerSupply");
}
if(/* just detached to a power supply */)
{
my_manager.change_state("OnBattery");
}
}%;
end
end
aspectdef MonitorStart
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert before 'application_knobs_t my_configuration =
my_manager.get_parameters();';
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insert before 'my_monitor.start();';
end
end
aspectdef MonitorEnd
input funcName end
select call{funcName} end
apply
insert after 'my_monitor.end();';
insert after 'cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;';
insert after
%{
if (my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << "Goal Reached" << endl;
else
cout << "Goal NOT Reached" << endl;
}%;
end
end
Figure 3.3 ‐ LARA aspects that complement the previous strategy with autotuner states in order
to change the constraints.
int main(){
monitor_t my_monitor = create_monitor();
goal_t my_goal = create_goal(my_monitor.value < 3);
application_model_t my_application_model = create_application_model();
asrtm_t my_manager = create_asrtm(my_application_model);

// define the power saving state
my_manager.change_state("OnBattery");
my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);
my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "power_consumption");

// define the performance state
my_manager.change_state("UsingPowerSupply");
my_manager.add_constraint(my_goal);
my_manager.set_rank("minimize", "execution_time");

// choose the initial state
my_manager.change_state("OnBattery");
while(1){
// manage the state
if (/* just attached to a power supply */)
{
my_manager.change_state("UsingPowerSupply");
}
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if (/* just detached to a power supply */)
{
my_manager.change_state("OnBattery");
}
application_knobs_t my_configuration =
my_manager.get_parameters();
my_monitor.start();
do_job(my_configuration);
my_monitor.stop();
cout << my_monitor.get_value() << endl;
if (my_goal.satisfied() == TRUE)
cout << "Goal Reached" << endl;
else
cout << "Goal NOT Reached" << endl;
}
}
Figure 3.4 ‐ Resulting code from weaving the original application with the previous aspects.
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